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ABSTRACT 
 
 
Good Grapes – Good Wine 
 
 
 
by 
 
Meilin Chung Curtis  
 
Good grapes are required to make good wine.  Quality wines start in quality vineyards.  Vineyard 
design, installation, and operation, including site location, trellis options, vine selection, and 
canopy management, along with when to harvest are discussed.  While winemaking is the final 
phase in the pursuit of the winemaker’s passion, it is but a simple formula. The beginning of a 
good wine is in a good vineyard.  This study includes a financial projection for a 10-acre 
vineyard as well as for starting an onsite, complementary sized winery.  Even though many 
small-to-medium vineyards-to-wineries have started over the last decade, the reason to enter into 
this type of business is not profit, but passion.  Profits are relatively small for the time and labor 
investment, but the unique wine creations that result are amazing, for the winemaker and the one 
who enjoys the result. 
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CHAPTER 1  
INTRODUCTION 
The idea of being a winemaker and owner of a vineyard-to-winery business most often 
originates from a romantic, one who dreams of living a lifestyle of passion.  Images of beautiful 
vineyard landscapes, impressive home and an old country style winery (remember the weekly 
TV show, Falcon Crest, with Jane Wyman?).  Winemakers and owners of vineyards-to-winery 
are all beautiful people, tanned, sophisticated, and knowledgeable of the finer things in life.  The 
typical day or at least week revels in lavish feasts and celebrations.  The sun always shines 
surrounded by blue sky.  An elegant, cultured, and luxurious life style is awaiting a vineyard-to-
winery owner.  Bet you have a smile on your face just imaging such a romantic picture.  Come 
back to reality.  A successful vineyard-to-winery business is the result of planning, technical 
know-how, hard work, and luck.  This study provides some important information for anyone 
interested in starting a small scale premium vineyard and managing a small scale premium 
winery in the State of Tennessee.  While this study does not present a step-by-step process to 
grow grapes and make wine, it does provide many of the more successful techniques that are in 
place at Tennessee vineyards today.   
 
Original Statement of Problem 
The original problem statement proposed for this study was to reduce the variability of 
wine making steps in sorting, crushing, fermenting, and aging in the wine making process.  The 
theory was that if these important steps can be performed with little to no variation, the resultant 
wine would be higher and more consistent quality.  However, this study revealed that the minor 
variability that could exist in the steps of sorting, crushing, fermenting, and aging pale when 
compared to the variables that no individual can control, i.e. number of sunny days, wind, 
weather, and late and early frosts.  These variables define the amount of sugar and acidity at 
harvest that are critical to good wine.  This study revealed that the most important individual-
controlled variables are embedded in site selection, vineyard design and installation, disease 
control, irrigation, vine selection, and the constant attention that grapes require to assure 
vineyard management is on top of the conditions that do provide for good grapes.  So the new 
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problem statement is focused on defining the business proposition of whether a small vineyard 
(10 acres) tied to a small winery can be profitable and is worth the hard work and investment.  
 
Revised Statement of Problem 
Specific information is needed to perform a cost to profit analysis for this study 
including: 
 Select a proper site, including any important features, 
 Define a good vineyard design,  
 The materials and labor required to install and maintain a vineyard, including 
annual harvest, 
 Time to full vineyard production, 
 Winery material and labor for installation and production, and  
 Retail outlet tasting room and distribution center. 
To gather the necessary data required to understand and address these aspects of a 
vineyard-to-winery establishment and management, the following actions and activities were 
performed: 
1. Joined and attended meetings of the Tennessee Viticultural and Oenological 
Society forming a network of relationships with vineyard and winery owners and 
operators. 
2. Attended and participated in the Tennessee 2010 Horticulture Expo Conference in 
Nashville during January 2010.  Attended several sessions where experts 
discussed vineyard establishment and wine production.  This expo was focused on 
vineyard-to-winery establishment and wine tasting competition.  Enjoyed many 
great wines as well at this weekend session. 
3. Formed a mentor-student relationship with Dr. Yau-Shiang Yang from National 
Chung Hsing University in Taiwan.  Met with Dr. Yang in Atlanta, Georgia to 
discuss vineyard and grape issues and formed long term relationship to support 
the vineyard installation later. 
4. Numerous contacts with Dr. David W. Lockwood at University of Tennessee 
(Knoxville).  Dr. Lockwood is recognized as the most knowledgeable expert in 
Tennessee by the Tennessee Viniculture Society.  
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5. Visited Grapestompers in North Carolina in March 2010, discussed wine making, 
purchased wine making kits and grape juice to make wine (T. Burgiss, personal 
communication, March 6, 2010).   
6. Produced 70 bottles of Muscadine, raspberry, blackberry, and blueberry grape 
wines from March through September 2010. 
7. Visited seven businesses and gather as much information as the vineyard and 
winery business owners were willing to share during spring through fall 2010.  
Found that the people growing grapes to make wine and the winemakers are the 
same, investing the time and money to make good wine, not necessarily to make 
money. 
 
Study of Good Grapes and Good Wine 
 Grapes can be grown in most parts of Tennessee (PB 1475).  The first step to establish a 
vineyard is to select a site (Y.-S. Yang, personal communication, April 6, 2010).  “Site selection 
should be the first item in vineyard establishment’, said Dr David W. Lockwood at the 
University of Tennessee, Institute of Agriculture extension. Quality grapes produce quality wine 
starts with on an adequate vineyard site selection and establishment.  The goal for this study is to 
investigate the possibility of growing quality grapes as a viable crop for a small scale 
commercial vineyard and winery on the 47-acre land located in Waverly, Tennessee.   
This study discusses how to grow quality grapes as a viable vineyard crop dedicated to 
supplying a small scale commercial winery.  Successful methods to select and grow good grapes 
are discussed, including the development and management of a vineyard as an initial step to 
support a small vineyard-to-winery business.  Everything starts with the selection of good grapes 
that are consistent with the most important objective to create good wine; thus the absolute need 
for “Good Grapes”.  “This business is simple, harboring no secretes.  Good wines are made from 
good grapes, planted, managed, and nurtured in a quality vineyard.  One cannot make good wine 
without good grapes,” explains Chuck Belt, co owner with his wife and partner Alice Belt of 
Spout Spring Estates Vineyard, Blaine, Tennessee.   
Making wine is a passion.  The people interviewed during the research for this study have 
demonstrated one common trait, a passion for their grapes and their wines.  The owners and 
winemakers will talk all day long and late into the night about their grapes and their wines but do 
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not express or discuss the financial aspects of their business, with the exception on of Alice Belt, 
co-owner of Sprout Spring Estates Vineyards who provides significant help in understanding and 
confirming cost and return information.   Of the seven businesses benchmarked, none had 
mentioned a classic business plan.  Most will not say or imply if their cash flow is positive or 
still in the red, perhaps it is personal matter.  But they all know the reds of their wines and have a 
rose sparkle in their eyes when discussing the aromas and tastes from their creations.   
 
Summary of This Study 
Every wine is unique nectar.  Every harvest is different, dependent on the amount of 
sunshine, rain, wind; the challenges from disease, bugs, birds and animals.  Every harvest of 
good stock grapes must be constantly tended and pampered.  Constantly protecting the grapes 
from the elements, pruning and preparing the vineyard, measuring the sugar content of the 
grapes, and gauging when to harvest are variables that go into the start of harvesting good 
grapes.   
To ensure that winemakers can sell their creations, the business owner must understand 
the market.  Conducting market research to identify who are the buyers, where will the wines be 
wanted, how to get their wines to buyers, and how much the market will allow in price and 
profit.  Answering these questions is necessary if a business owner measures success through 
profits and losses.  Defining the market niche and creating a marketing business plan to promote 
winery operation and sales as retail sales, direct sales, or global sales is a must.  This study 
defines the requirements and concepts to establish and operate a small scale premium vineyard 
and winery.  The financial projections discussed regarding winery investment and operation is at 
a high level but do demonstrate profitability is doable for a small scaled winery. 
Please consider this final word, even though this paper provides facts, data, assumptions, 
and even a few conclusions. A small scale vineyard-to-winery business must be given birth from 
a romantic, filled with passion to create unique, special, good-to-great wines, and a willingness 
to work diligently to achieve success.  Without this passion, an investor should not consider a 
vineyard-to-winery business and instead should go to someone else’s tasting room, sample, 
critique, take home, and enjoy the labor of someone’s else’s passion and hard work. 
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CHAPTER 2 
 
BUSINESS REVIEW 
 
Background  
The author of this study was first introduced to wines in Taiwan when her Mother and 
oldest sister made good tasting plume wine for family consumption.  While the wine typically 
had too much alcohol, its taste was very good.   
Later, when on her honeymoon in 1998 with husband Gary Wayne in Napa Valley, 
California, she was introduced to major vineyard-to-winery businesses and their production 
processes while visiting virtually every tasting room and retail winery as well as touring most 
vineyards and wineries in Napa.  One critical lesson was easy to learn as the Senior Guide 
George Thomas from Robert Mondovi’s winery said, “One must have good quality grapes in 
order to make good quality wines.  Inferior, lesser quality grapes cannot make good wine.  If you 
remember nothing else, remember this.” 
This statement stimulated an interest in wines and in winemaking that has only been 
enhanced these past few months as the author visited and benchmarked several Tennessee 
vineyards and wineries to gather information and best practices for designing, building, operating 
and maintaining a vineyard-to-winery business.  A simple belief that any grapes will do, adding 
sugar, and fermenting a high alcohol content wine, and calling it good is long gone.  The 
realization that good wine starts in the vineyard is clear.  Good grapes make good wine, and 
good wine cannot be made without good grapes. 
This author intends to continue this ambition to make good wine on her 47 acre farm in 
Waverly, Tennessee after relocating there in 2012.  The remaining consideration is whether to 
turn this passion into a business or just to experience the passion of winemaking.  This study 
offers sufficient information to understand what will be needed to make this journey, a life style 
for good grapes and good wines. 
 
Business Review 
Seven vineyards and wineries were benchmarked as a part of this study.  One purchases 
almost all of its grapes used to make wines (Beachaven Vineyard and Winery in Clarksville, TN) 
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from other vineyards.  Another vineyard produces grapes to sell to commercial wineries (Sprout 
Spring Estates Vineyard in Blaine, TN).  The other five vineyards grow grapes to produce their 
own wines, selling through onsite tasting rooms and wineries, as well as other retail and 
wholesale outlets.  These seven vineyard, winery, and vineyard-to-winery businesses are:  
 Old Medina Winery located at Jackson, Tennessee is associated with Lauderdale Cellars 
is a grape to wine business.  This business appears to have a good balance between grape 
production and winemaking.  It has a 10-acre vineyard and has been making wine for 16 
years. 
 Crown Winery and HRH Vineyards located Humboldt, Tennessee is a grape to wine 
business with 26 acres of grapes and a winery expanding to stay ahead of grape 
production.  This business is relatively new, still in its startup phase as it defines its wine 
production capacity and sales outlets. 
 Paris winery and Vineyards located at Paris, Tennessee is a grape to wine business. This 
business started with grape vines planted in its vineyard 5 years ago and with winery 
opening 2 years ago.  The owners of this business are in startup but appear to understand 
the grape production to winemaking balance. 
 Beachaven Vineyards and Winery located at Clarksville, Tennessee is predominately a 
winery, opting to purchase most of its grapes from other vineyards.  Their vineyard has 
about two acres, but its winery production exceeds 95,000 gallons or about 500,000 
bottles of wine.  This 24 year old winery is being managed by the second and third 
generation of the Beach family, started by Judge William O. Beach in 1986. 
 Tennessee Valley Winery located at Loudon, Tennessee is a small grape to wine 
business.   This business appears to have been around for a few years based on the 
maturity of its vines and its sales outlets. 
 Spout Spring Estates Vineyard located at Blaine, Tennessee is a gorgeous 4-acre vineyard 
started 6 years ago when grape vines were initially planted in 2004.  This vineyard 
business is designed to sell its grapes.  The initial harvest took only 2 years, making their 
first sales in 2007.  While still in startup mode, the business is destined for profitability 
because of the savvy approach of the husband and wife owners, two-engineers.  In fact, 
they would argue that success has already been achieved by affording the owner couple 
to enjoy their passion and live a life far from the suburban daily hassle. 
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 Countryside Vineyards & Winery located at Blountville, Tennessee is a grape to wine 
business.  This 23-year-old business started its vineyard in 1987 and opened its winery in 
1991.  Its vineyard is extensive, having harvested up to 40 tons of grapes in a season. 
 
Business Overview 
Grapes can be grown in most parts of Tennessee (PB 1475).  Nature populated the 
Tennessee Valley with the Muscadine long before the Europeans brought their grapes and 
winemaking skills to the region.  Some of the more desirable grapes for winemaking are more 
climate sensitive than the natural Muscadine.  To assure the opportunity for a successful grape 
growing vineyard, one must approach the first step of site selection seriously.  A good vineyard 
site will reduce the physical and biotic threats to grapes and maximize grape quality and 
production. 
Chapter 3 provides a discussion of selecting a good site, establishing a vineyard, and 
growing grapes.  Key factors include topography and climate, site geography, soils, and wildlife 
damage potential.  Vineyard site preparation includes climate constraints, soil types, soil pH, 
fertility, soil drainage, weeds, and wildlife controls.   
Harvest is an important time in the life of a vineyard-to-winery business and is discussed 
in Chapter 4.  Knowing when to pick, when the sugar content of the grape is right for making the 
wine of choice is key.  Moving the process to harvest grapes to the winemaking process is 
important to maximize the sugar content and grape flavor. 
Winemaking is a chemical process with a recipe to follow.  Some discussion is provided 
as to that process is in Chapter 6.  The most important part of winemaking by this time is past, 
good grapes are being used because of the quality vineyard that was designed, built, and 
operated.  Now the winemaker moves the good grapes into the laboratory. 
Pro Forma projections for establishing and operating a 10-acre vineyard called Miyah 
Vineyards by the author of this study and husband are provided in Chapter 5.  Investment and 
operational costs for an integrated winery, tasting room, retail outlet, and sales distribution center 
called Miyah Winery are described in Chapter 7.  Together these pro forma financial projections 
paint a picture that show significant cost to startup and get to profits, with profits limited to the 
vineyard acreage.   
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A vineyard-to-winery business owner must understand the market to be able to maximize 
his or her profit.  This is discussed in Chapter 8 for Miyah Vineyards and Winery.  Who will 
buy, where will they buy, how will the business get the wines to the buyers?  
 
Winery Addresses: 
 Old Medina Winery 2894 Old Medina Road, Jackson, TN 38305 
 Crown Winery and HRH Vineyards 3638 East Mitchell Street, Humboldt, TN 38343 
 Paris winery and Vineyards 2982 Harvey Bowden Road, Paris TN 38242  
 Beachaven Vineyards and Winery 1100 Dunlop Lane, Clarksville, TN 37040 
 Tennessee Valley Winery 15606 Hotchkiss Valley Rd., Loudon, TN 37774 
 Spout Spring Estates Vineyard 430 Riddle Lane, Blaine, TN 37709 
 Countryside Vineyards & Winery 658 Henry Harr Road, Blountville, TN 37617  
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CHAPTER 3 
 
VINEYARD 
 
There are many great books and publications being written for setting up a superior 
vineyard site that is critical to produce good grapes.  A few key factors mentioned here to be 
considered when locating a site and selecting which varieties of vines to plant are climate, 
topography and elevation, slope, aspect or compass direction, sun exposure, wind direction, soil 
internal and surface drainage, and pest damage prevention and control.  The local climate and 
topography and elevation can direct attentions for a grower to select a suitable site to establish 
vineyards for growing quality grapes.  Manipulating characteristics of elevation, slope, and 
aspect with initial vineyard orientation allows producing better quality grapes (Cox, 1999; Law, 
2005; Wolf, 2008; PB 1475).  
Climate  
Climate is a combination of air temperature, precipitation, heat, and frost.  Where the 
vineyard should be established must be defined in terms of the length of growing season, 
growing degree days and climate indices, and extreme temperatures (Wolf, 2008; p 14-20).  
The topography and climate have a significant impact on a vineyard.  Temperature is 
influenced by the elevation of a hilly site (Cox, 1999).  Hot weather reduces the quality of 
grape and vine.  Examining the effects of climate for a vineyard before selection a site 
becomes necessary (Wolf, 2008). 
State Climate Office (SCO) of North Carolina at NC State University owns the NC 
Climate Retrieval and Observation Network of the Southeast (NC CRONOS) Database.  The 
NC CRONOS database contains weather observations for weather stations across North 
Carolina and its neighboring states including Tennessee for farm growers and educational 
and research purposes. The SCO of North Carolina environmental meteorologist can record 
weather data on Excel spreadsheets containing temperature and precipitation.  Each 
spreadsheet contains data with historical and up-to-date daily, monthly, yearly, frost days, 
frost free days, growing degree days, precipitations along with last spring occurrence and 
first fall occurrence data.  Familiarity with local climate constraints will be beneficial to local 
grape growers because selecting best varieties of grape vines to be planted will require 
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analysis of local climate data provided by the SCO of North Carolina environmental 
meteorologist.  
Topography and Elevation  
One of the most important characteristics of vineyard site suitability is the elevation of a 
hill.  Frost occurrence is localized.  Cold air flows downward to a lower bottom part of a hill and 
the coldest air collects in the lowest place or spot.  Warm air goes upward on a hillside.  With 
warm air above the cold air, the warm air forms a thermal zone or thermal belt in the middle area 
on a hill; thus, the topography significantly influences the local temperature of a vineyard (Cox, 
1999; Law, 2005; Wolf, 2008).  Figure 1 shows the Waverly property suitable location for 
planting vines.    
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Figure 1. Waverly Property Location Suitable for Planting Grapevines
Thermal Zone 
 
“Sloping Land is Best” (Cox, 1999; p 31). “Vines like a good, steep slope” (Law, 2005; p 
17).  A gradual slop allows cold air to flow downhill faster if there are no barriers or 
impediments surrounded the lower bottom areas of a hill.  Locate a vineyard site on gentle 
sloping land to restrict water drainage.  Slope is critical for water and soil internal and surface 
drainage (Wolf, 2008; p 25).   
An aspect is compass direction reference to the slope face.  Aspect affects the angles of 
sun exposure on foliage and berries.  The northeast face is optimal for vineyards in southern 
states with warm climate regions.  Grapevines should be fully exposed to sunlight earlier and 
faster each day and maximize the heat and sun because the morning sun allows to dry morning 
dew, water, or moisture on leaves and fruits.  Dryness reduces disease problems (Cox, 1999; 
Law, 2005; Wolf, 2008; PB 1475; p 4). 
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Soil  
Soil, like climate, significantly affects grapevine performance and grape quality.  
Grapevines do not require rich soil (Cox, 1999; p 33).  Soil depth is critical for grapevines deeply 
rooted.  Soil fertility can be modified during the site preparation.  Low to mediate soil fertility 
with deep and well-drained soils produce top class quality wine grapes.  Excessive moisture in 
grape clusters can increase fruit rot, splitting berries, and diseases (Cox, 1999, Law, 2005; Wolf, 
2008).  The deepest roots can receive sufficient moisture if the soil has a good drainage system.  
The minimum depth of adequate soil for root systems should be at least 30 inches or 75 
centimeter (cm) before reaching rocks or hardpans (Cox, 1999; PB 1475).  The optimal dept of 
soil is 40 inches or 100 cm recommended by Dr Yau-Shiang Yang at Atlanta, Georgia (Y.-S. 
Yang, personal communication, April 6, 2010). 
Soil pH can be modified with the addition of limestone if the soil is overly acid.  
European vitis vinifera grapes such as Cabernet Sauvignon and Chardonnay need a small degree 
of alkaline soil.  American vitis labrusca grapes such as Concord and Niagara and other 
American vitis aestivalis grapes such as Norton and Delaware like a small degree of acid soil.  
French American hybrid grapes such as Chambourcin, Chancellor, Foch, Seyval, and Vidal are a 
cross between European varieties and wild Native American grape like a small degree of acid to 
neutral soil.  A pH below 6.0 shows the soil is overly acid.  A pH close to 8.0 shows the soil to 
be overly alkaline soil.  This soil can have its pH modified with gypsum if the soil is highly 
alkali soil (Cox, 1999; Wolf, 2008). 
Local County University of Tennessee Agriculture Extension Office provides soil test 
kits and instructions as well as testing.  They also provide soil sampling materials for a pH test 
for a small fee.  Soil sampling test “Basic Test Plus” with Organic Matter option reports the 
results of water pH, P, K, Ca, Mg, Lime, and organic matter along with fertilizer 
recommendations based on crop codes submitted. During a vineyard site preparation, these 
features can be amended to become good vineyard soil.  The Humphreys County Agent provided 
the soil sampling materials for the 47-acre Waverly property soil sampling test.  Soil samples 
were taken out off the second ridge for the soil and media analysis.  Each sampling kit was 
design for test of an area not exceeded 10 acres.  The University of Tennessee Extension Soil, 
Plant, and Pest Center at Nashville’s office analyze the soil sample.  The Soil Test Report and 
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Explanations of Soil Test Report are shown in Appendix A.  The Explanations of Soil Test 
Report is shown in Appendix A.  The University of Tennessee Extension Soil, Plant, and Pest 
Center at Nashville’s office makes recommendation for grapes application  for the amounts of 
lime, phosphate, and potash to be applied to the entire area and incorporate into the soil before 
vine planting.  
Vines  
Knowing how well a vine tolerates extreme cold or hot temperature before a grapevine is 
planted is critical. American Viticulture Area (AVA) is defined and designated by the Alcohol 
Tobacco Tax and Trade Bureau (TTB).  The TTB defines the AVA as grape growing region 
based on geographical characters and features with boundaries in climate, soil, topography, 
elevation, historical uniqueness, and physical features (Cox, 1999).  There are 198 grape growing 
regions in the United States approved by TTB as of January, 2010.  Current areas of AVAs are 
California AVAs, Pacific Northwest AVAs, East Coast AVAs, and Central US AVAs. 
Louisiana, Mississippi, and Tennessee are included in Mississippi Delta AVA under Central US 
AVAs.  The effective date of Mississippi Delta AVA was on October 1, 1984 (American 
Viticultural Area, 2010; Cox, 1999). 
Winemakers and grape growers conduct market research to explore what the consumer 
market demands for the preference or flavor of wine selections and explore what the commercial 
wine industry demands for the varieties of vines and wines to be produced from them.  Wine 
grape growers use market researched information for commercial wine grape production and 
categorize consumers’ preferences or flavors by red and white wines.  There are about 14 vitis 
vinifera vine varieties primarily for red and rosé, about 8 vitis vinifera vine varieties primarily 
for white wines, about 13 hybrid and American varieties for red and rosé wines, and about 10 
hybrid and American varieties for white wines introduced and recommended in “Wine Grape 
Production Guide for Eastern North America” (Wolf, 2008). 
Ripeness indicates the degree that the grape ripened on the vine.  Ripeness has an effect 
upon a wine quality including color, flavor, alcoholic strength, and aroma.  The wine quality is 
determined by the time of ripeness.  The optimal ripeness happens when the physical and 
chemical elements of the grapes are of high quality.  The grapes change from berry growth to 
berry ripening on the vines.  When sugar content in the berries rises, the acids level reduces.  
Grape growers determine the ripeness and the right time to harvest by evaluating sugar, acids, 
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and pH of the berries to ensure sugar level and acid level in the grapes balanced and the tannins 
on skins and sugar in pulps produce right color and flavor of wine (Cox, 1999; Law, 2005; 
Margalit, 2005; Pambianchi, 2008; Wolf, 2008) 
Choosing varieties best suited in the local climate tends to establish a high probability 
that the selected grapes will ripen well in the selected area.  Tennessee Agriculture Enhancement 
Program (TAEP) Diversification Program promotes the following seven specific varieties of 
grapes proven to be good for Tennessee: 
 
 Cabernet Sauvignon – grafted plant 
 Concord  
 Sunbelt  
 Chardonel 
 Chardonnay – grafted plant 
 Seyval (Seyval Blanc) 
 Traminette 
Double A Vineyards located at Fredonia, New York has these seven varieties available 
for shipping in spring 2011.  The descriptions and characteristics of these seven vine varieties 
can be found on Double A Vineyards catalog and Wine Grape Production Guide for Eastern 
North America (Double A Vineyards, 2010; Wolf, 2008). 
 
Trellis  
One main goal for the trellis system is to keep grape clusters off the ground and to 
intercept sufficient sun exposure.  Trellises for different climate and different grapes can be 
chosen from one of many common training systems from two Wire trellis, three Wire trellis, 
Vertical Shoot Positioning (VSP), Geneva Double Curtain (GDC) trellis, Hudson River 
Umbrella, Lye or movable trellis, Smart-Dyson (SD) trellis, or Scott Henry (Cox, 1999; PB 
1475; Wolf, 2008).  Agriculture Extension Service at the University of Tennessee recommended 
vertical trellis and bilateral cordon system for use in Tennessee (PB 1475).  Install trellis in 
stages for better cash outflow control and better labor management (Wolf, 2008). It is important 
to install a durable trellis.  A good designed and properly installed trellis can reduce replacement 
and maintenance and help vine canopy management. 
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VSP 10x7 trellises require the distance between rows to be 10 feet with 7 feet spacing 
between vines.  Spacing 10 feet wide between rows provides enough room to mow and 
maneuver and can prevent rows from shading.  Spacing seven feet wide between vines will 
reduce vine density to allow vigorous growth during hot growing seasons in a region with 
abundant in rainfall.  VSP trellises require wire, line posts, end posts, and anchors for a 
commercial vineyard.  The line post needs to be at least 8 feet in length and 3 inches in diameter.  
The end post needs to be at least 10 feet in length and 4 inches in diameter (Cox, 1999; PB 1475; 
Wolf, 2008). 
The number of posts needed per acre is calculated using the space between rows, the 
space between vines, and a number of vines within two posts.  One acre equals to 43,578 square 
feet.  Take 43,578 square feet divided by the product of row spacing times vine spacing times a 
number of vines planted within two posts and then add a number of rows to the division result to 
come up with a total number of posts estimated for an acre of commercial vineyard (Cox, 1999).  
For example, the number of posts needed for VSP 10x7 trellises system is 248 posts per acre.  
The distance between rows is 10 feet, the space between vines is 7 feet, 3 vines planted between 
the posts, and the number of rows required per acre is 40.   The total number of posts needed is 
calculated as follows: 
 1 acre = 43,578 square feet 
 Distance between rows = 10 feet 
 A number of vines between posts = 3 
 A number of rows desired per acre = 40 
 Posts needed = [43,578/ (10x7x3)] +40 = [43,578/210] +40 = 207.5+40 = 208+40 = 
248 
One acre of vineyard requires 248 posts.  Each row requires two end posts (40x2=80).  
One acre requires 80 end posts.  Subtract 80 from 248 posts; thus, one acre requires 168 line 
posts (Cox, 1999).  
Planting Vines  
The ideal time to plant grapevines in Tennessee is from late winter to early spring 
between mid-February and early April (Growing Grapes in Tennessee, PB1 475).  Irrigate the 
vineyard site a few days prior to planting if the site is dry.  Do not let the roots dry out.  Soak the 
roots in water for a few hours before planting.   Use very sharp pruners to prune the vines down 
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to about 8 inches with two or three buds left.  Trim off dry or dead roots (From Vines to Wines, 
Jeff Cox).  Laser guided equipment plants grapevines accurately for the commercial vineyard 
(Wolf, 2008).   
Water each vine thoroughly after planting.  Keep the vines moist until the new shoots 
developed. Commercial vineyards typically use an irrigation system to help keep the soils around 
new shoots moist.  However, not all vineyards use irrigation systems, believing that this will 
keep the roots from growing deep and the plants stronger.  Irrigation is recommended if the 
annual rainfall is under 12 inches or 30 centimeter.  Commercial irrigation is very costly.  Install 
drip or overhead sprinkler irrigation (Cox, 1999; Law, 2005; Wolf, 2008, PB 1475).  
 
Managing Vines  
Pruning grapevines is a vital part of growing good grapes.  Training impacts vines 
exposure to sunlight.  The purpose of pruning and training grapevines is to establish healthy 
trunks and healthy canopies to build superior fruiting canes and spurs on trellises.  Pruning and 
training on vines improve grape quality, maximize crop yield, and facilitate easier and better 
canopy management.  Prune vines annually.  The best time to prune grapevines is in the 
dormancy after free from the risks of extreme temperature in cold weather (Wolf, 2008; p 98).  
The optimal time to prune grapevines is between later winter and early spring time in Tennessee 
(PB 1475).   
A grapevine has many specific scientific terms used to describe vineyard operations.  One 
must understand how a grapevine grows in order to prune and train vines properly.  A grapevine 
constitutes from surface and feeder roots, trunks, arms or cordons, spurs or shot fruiting canes, 
buds, nodes, internodes, fruit clusters including pedicels and peduncles, shoots, lateral shoots, 
leaves, tendrils, corollas or unopened individual flowers, calyptras or caps, and open flowers 
including ovary, filament, anther, style, and stigma.  Common used names and terms are listed 
(Cox, 1999; Law, 2005; Wolf, 2008) as follows: 
 Arm: an extension, major stem from the trunk of a vine. A fruiting cane is grow from 
an arm 
 Cane: a one 1-year-old mature woody shoot 
 Canopy: consisting of leaves, stems, and vines’ above ground parts 
 Cordon: a French term for an arm on a trellis 
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 Pruning: trimming off any portion of a grapevine 
 Shoot: a young green growth developed from a bud on a grapevine.  Shoots carry 
leaves, tendrils, and fruits.  A shoot when matures in summer and the leaves drop in 
the fall will be called a cane. 
 Spur: a short branch or shoot or fruiting cane.  A renewal spur has one or two buds to 
produce canes on an arm 
 Training: pruning and tying vines on a trellis to reach a desirable style or shape 
 Trellis: a structural support to train grapevines to receive sufficient sunshine. 
 Trunk: a thick, upright above ground main branch of a vine 
 
Pruning grapevines increases crop yield and improves the quality of berries.  No matter 
what type of trellis or training system is used, it is necessary to cut the grapevine back before bud 
breaking.  On the VSP 10x7 trellises, tie the vine loosely on to the wire from the ground.  If the 
training system has not been set up by the time planting the grapevines, then use stakes beside 
the vines.  Push the stake about 5 inches into the ground and tie the vine loosely to the first wire 
from the ground to secure the vine.  The goal of training at this stage is to develop a firm and 
straight trunk and to keep the leaves off the ground (Cox, 1999; Wolf, 2008). 
Grapevines will bloom 1 year after planting.  Vine training is more important than 
bearing small berry clusters during the first 2 years of vine growth.  Clip off first 2-year (year 1 
and year 2) flowers and any flower clusters for future to develop strong and healthy trunk and 
root system needed for the long term.  The trunk and roots will grow stronger after the 3rd year’s 
growth before the 3rd dormancy pruning in the 4th year.  Pruning should be balanced between 
vegetative growth and crop yield.  The best way to ensure that the vines produce quality grapes 
year after year is to prune them annually.  Consult local Extensions Office with assistance in 
obtaining the information related to pruning and training (Cox, 1999). 
Control unwanted weeds and minimize wildlife damage are an integrated part of vine 
management.  The unwanted weeds are obstructive and slow down young vines’ growth in the 
long run minimizing grape quality and production.  Most popular noxious weeds include poison 
ivy and poison oak.  There are many herbicides available on the market in home improvement 
stores or nurseries, but before removing these noxious weeds consult with County Extensions 
Office for safely removal recommendations. 
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Major vertebrate pests include deer, birds, raccoons, possums, and rabbits in Tennessee.  
They cause potential threats to fruits and berries in different ways.  Fine meshed netting seems to 
work best to control damage from wildlife (A. Belt, personal communication, October 06, 2010).  
Insects like Japanese beetles, yellow jackets, and wasps also require careful management.  In 
fact, during fruit bearing season, spraying grapes is a once every 7-10 day requirement and can 
be costly and environmental damaging.  While expensive, most of the larger vineyards visited to 
support this study had one or more machines to spray for insects that environmentally friendly 
recycled insecticide. 
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CHAPTER 4 
HARVEST 
 
Berry ripening time varies from region to region.  Some varieties ripen as early as mid 
August and some ripen from late September to early October.  Time to harvest depends on the 
sugar and acid balance in grapes and the weather condition.  These are the reason why each year 
wine made from the same vineyard will taste different. 
Grape berries begin to change color in about 8 weeks after flowering clusters bloomed.  
The French can call this “véraison” (Cox, 1999; p 96).  From véraison stage, berries begin to 
change colors and accumulate sugars and flavors (Law, 2005; p 4).  Berry clusters exposed to 
good air circulation and sunlight produce high quality grapes.  Ensure berry clusters are properly 
positioned for better exposure to air and sun light during grape ripening period until harvesting 
time. 
The leaves on grapevines produce sugar.  The leaves closest to berry clusters must 
receive sufficient sunlight to produce the most sugar for the clusters (Cox, 1999).  Grapes are 
ripe and ready to harvest when the sugar, acidity, and pH levels are optimal.  A brix is the 
percentage of sugar content in grapes.  The optimal sugar level in grapes is between 22 and 24 
brix for vinifera.  The acidity is defined by the tartaric acid in grapes.  The optimal tartaric acid 
for red wine grapes is between 0.6 and 0.8 and for white wine grapes is 0.65 and 0.85 (Cox, 
1999; p 100).  The optimal time to harvest is determined by when the sugar and the acidity in 
grapes are in balance.   
Practicing good vineyard management in the first 2 years of vine growth is needed to 
remove all the flowering clusters from the grapevines in order to build mature, healthy strong 
vines for producing quality grapes and high yield in the long run.  Crop yield is estimated to be 
about 10% of full harvest in the 3rd year, 40% to 50% of full harvest in the 4th year, 80% of full 
harvest in the 5th year, and 100% of full harvest in the 6th and succeeding years when the vines 
are fully mature (Cox, 1999; Wolf, 2008). 
Photo shown in Figure 2 was taken at Spout Spring Estates Vineyard, Blaine, Tennessee.  
Spout Spring Estates Vineyard (SSEV) in Tennessee is the largest producer of Cabernet 
Sauvignon wine grapes in Tennessee.  SSEV’s business plan sales are primarily focused on 
production of high quality Cabernet Sauvignon, Cabernet Franc, Chardonnay, and Riesling 
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grapes to wineries in Tennessee.  SSEV harvests when the optimal level of brix range, acidity, 
and pH is met and the weather condition permits.  SSEV factors in weather conditions and 
adjusts harvesting decision to avoid rainy days.   
 
 
Figure 2.  Harvest. Photo courtesy of Spout 
Spring Estates Vineyard, Blaine, TN - Oct 2010
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CHAPTER 5  
VINEYARD PRO FORMA  
Miyah Vineyards will be owned and operated by the author and her husband.  It will be 
located in Waverly, Tennessee on 47 acres at the cross roads of Chambers Springs Road and 
Blue Creek Road.  This is a hilly site that will require some vegetation clearing to make an ideal 
10-acre vineyard.  The owner will live on site along with her husband, making this multipurpose 
farm.  The cost and value of land has not been included in the financial pro forma analyses, as 
this is considered sunk cost. 
The following topics summarize the financial projections for Miyah Vineyards.  There 
are two basic assumptions for these projections: 
1.  Financing will be through common stock issued to the owners.  No additional 
monies will be borrowed to finance the startup to positive cash flow for the 
vineyard.  Pro Forma projections show that an initial infusion of $160,000 owner 
cash will be required. 
2. The products from Miyah Vineyards are grapes, good quality grapes for making 
good wines.  These products will be sold to the Miyah Winery exclusively at 
market value.  Miyah Vineyards and Miyah Winery will be owned by the same 
people.  Because these entities will be set up as an S-Corporation, income taxes 
will be accounted for as profits and losses through the owners’ personal income 
taxes. 
Other financial and budget details associated with equipment and material purchases, 
labor for vineyard establishment, operation, and maintenance are included in a spreadsheet 
assembled to reflect sound planning. The financial and budget details are included in Appendix 
C, Financial and Budget Details and Appendix D, Capital Investments. 
 
Annual Grape Production  
Basic assumptions for annual grape production are shown in Table 1.  The unit price per 
pound is estimated to be one dollar twenty cents in average.  The average maturity yield per acre 
is estimated to be four tons.  The production is estimated to be 10% in the 3rd year, 50% in the 
4th year, 80% in the 5th year, and 100% in the 6th year. 
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Unit Price per Pound  $      1.20 Maturity Yield Annual/acre
Revenue 
per 10-acres
Maturity Yield (Tons/Acre) 4.0 Year
Yield 
(Percent)
Per Acre 
(Tons) Revenue
Return Price per Ton  $    2,400 1 0% 0.00  $                    -    $                 -   
Interest Rate 5.62% 2 0% 0.00  $                    -    $                 -   
Vinifera Vine Price 3.6 3 10% 0.40  $           960.00  $          9,600 
Hybrid Vine Price 2.6 4 50% 2.00  $       4,800.00  $        48,000 
5 80% 3.20  $       7,680.00  $        76,800 
 6- 25 100% 4.00  $       9,600.00  $        96,000 
Note . Assumes that the price of grapes will remain the same for these years.  
Will adjust plan when and if the price changes.
Table 1.
Miyah Vineyards Annual Grape Production Forecast Year 1 - 25
 
 
Summary of Breakeven  
 The chart in Table 2 summarizes Miyah Vineyards breakeven time line and cumulative 
return or loss.  One can see from Table 2 the breakeven chart and Table 3 Cumulative Investment 
Return (Loss) that Miyah’s 10-acre vineyard will not be a major profit center but can be a steady 
income producer.  In summary, this vineyard will produce a 10-year cumulative cash of 
$181,387 against a cash investment of $160,000, or a return of $21,387 ($181,387-160,000) 
totaling 13% (21,387/160,000) or an average of 1.3% (13%/10 years) return on investment per 
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Table 2.
Miyah Vineyards Breakeven
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year for the first 10 years of operation.  Increases in vineyard size could improve the financial 
pro forma for the Miyah Vineyards.  Once startup is completed and cash flow has become 
positive, funds will be available to consider expansion.  Expansion will however be decided 
more on the success of Miyah Winery than the ability of the Vineyard to produce more grapes, 
assuming that the vineyard-to-winery business strategy continues intact.  
Year
Cumm Return 
(Loss)
Annual Cash
1 -$12,896 -$12,896
2 -$128,736 -$115,840
3 -$153,947 -$25,211
4 -$151,492 $2,455
5 -$117,389 $34,103
6 -$62,170 $55,219
7 -$3,847 $58,323
8 $57,754 $61,601
9 $119,570 $61,817
10 $181,387 $61,817
11 $243,204 $61,817
Cummulative Investment Return (Loss)
Table 3.
 
One basic assumption is that the Miyah Vineyards is producing good grapes for the 
winemaker at the onsite Miyah Winery, thus sales will be a captured market.  Financial 
projections for sales are based on ultimately producing 4-tons of grapes per acre, which is a 
conservative estimate.  Benchmarked numbers from vineyards demonstrate that a properly 
installed, maintained, and operated vineyard will produce 5-tons or more of grapes per acre.  Our 
projection for a conservative estimate allows for poor performing years from weather conditions, 
bugs, birds, deer, and the like negatively affecting quantities harvested.   
 
Pro Forma Income Statement  
The Pro Forma Income Statement in Table 4 shows gross and net profits are positive in 
Year 4, escalating up to approximately $49,000 per year starting in Year 8.  With a fixed number 
of acres planted each year and no change in grape price, this appears to be the limiting annual 
income that Miyah Vineyards is able to produce.  Note that the loss is substantial in Year 2 due 
to the purchase of major equipment, post and trellis materials, grape vines, substantial labor,  
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well, pump, and irrigation for installing a quality vineyard.  Interest expenses were included to 
show a repayment to the owner for cash infusion and drawdown.  
Year 1 Year2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 Year 7 Year 8 Year 9-25
REVENUES:
  Grape sales to Onsite  Winery -$                  -$                  9,600$         48,000$      76,800$      96,000$      96,000$      96,000$      96,000$      
      Total revenues -                    -                    9,600           48,000         76,800         96,000         96,000         96,000         96,000         
COST OF Grapes  Sold 12,896         111,969      26,822         35,885         33,249         33,249         33,249         33,249         33,249         
GROSS PROFIT (12,896)$     (111,969)$  (17,222)$     12,115$      43,551$      62,751$      62,751$      62,751$      62,751$      
  Interest expense 352$            3,871$         7,989$         9,660$         9,448$         7,532$         4,428$         1,150$         934$            
INCOME BEFORE PROVISION 
FOR INCOME TAXES (13,249)       (115,840)     (25,211)       2,455           34,103         55,219         58,323         61,601         61,817         
PROVISION FOR INCOME TAXES -                    -                    -                    491               6,821           11,044         11,665         12,320         12,363         
NET INCOME (13,249)$     (115,840)$  (25,211)$     1,964$         27,282$      44,176$      46,658$      49,280$      49,453$      
Note . Income Statement based on 10-acre vineyard, prepared Year 1, planted in Year 2, and harvested starting Year 3
Miyah Vineyards Pro Forma Income Statement Year Ended December31, Year 1 - Year 9-25
Table 4.
 
 
Pro Forma Cash Flow  
The first Pro Forma Cash Flow with owner’s debt analysis shows in Table 5.  Cash flow 
projections are always the mark of the major business risks assembled into one easy to 
understand financial snapshot.  Can an investor, in this case the owner, withstand the cash flow 
pain to get started?  How long will it take to make back the losses.  When will the business 
become a good investment or at least not a loss?  The Forma Cash Flow with debt projections in 
Table 5 show that the Miyah Vineyards startup will require either a debt of approximately 
$160,000 or cash infusion from the owners to pay for equipment, materials, vines, well, pump, 
irrigation, and installation labor until the vineyard can produce more annual income than 
expenditures.  The first cash flow analysis presented in Table is the most telling, showing that 
Year 8 at the end of year cash and cash equivalents of $15,413 will be the first year that the 
vineyard produces enough income to pay for all investments and debt.   
The second Pro Forma Cash Flow with owners’ cash analysis in Table 6 shows the actual 
method planned for Miyah Vineyards, with an owner’s infusion of $160,000 cash to avoid the 
need to borrow externally.  It is clearly that with this approach the vineyard business never 
experiences any given year a negative cash flow.   
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CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING 
ACTIVITIES:
Year 1 Year2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 Year 7 Year 8 Year 9-25
Beginning Cash Balance -$                   (12,896)$      (128,736)$   (153,947)$   (151,983)$   (124,701)$   (80,525)$      (33,867)$      15,413$       
Revenue from Grape Sales to Winery -                     -                     9,600            48,000          76,800          96,000          96,000          96,000          96,000          
Less disbursements
Materials 10,623          97,634          19,660          24,835          21,422          21,422          21,422          21,422          21,422          
Labor 1,921            14,335          7,162            11,050          11,827          11,827          11,827          11,827          11,827          
Income Taxes -                     -                     -                     491                6,821            11,044          11,665          12,320          12,363          
CASH FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES
Interest Expenses 352                3,871            7,989            9,660            9,448            7,532            4,428            1,150            934                
CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS, 
beginning of year
-$                   (12,896)$      (128,736)$   (153,947)$   (151,983)$   (124,701)$   (80,525)$      (33,867)$      15,413$       
CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS, end 
of year
(12,896)$      (128,736)$   (153,947)$   (151,983)$   (124,701)$   (80,525)$      (33,867)$      15,413$       64,867$       
Miyah Vineyards Pro Forma Cash Flow (with debt) Year Ended December31, Year 1 - Year 9-25
Table 5.
 
CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING 
ACTIVITIES:
Year 1 Year2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 Year 7 Year 8 Year 9-25
Beginning Cash Balance 1 160,000$     147,104$     31,264$       6,053$          8,017$          35,299$       79,475$       126,133$     175,413$     
Revenue from Grape Sales to Winery -                     -                     9,600            48,000          76,800          96,000          96,000          96,000          96,000          
Less disbursements
Materials 10,623          97,634          19,660          24,835          21,422          21,422          21,422          21,422          21,422          
Labor 2 1,921            14,335          7,162            11,050          11,827          11,827          11,827          11,827          11,827          
Income Taxes -                     -                     -                     491                6,821            11,044          11,665          12,320          12,363          
CASH FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES
Interest Expenses 352                3,871            7,989            9,660            9,448            7,532            4,428            1,150            934                
CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS, 
beginning of year
160,000$     147,104$     31,264$       6,053$          8,017$          35,299$       79,475$       126,133$     175,413$     
CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS, end 
of year
147,104$     31,264$       6,053$          8,017$          35,299$       79,475$       126,133$     175,413$     224,867$     
NOTE 1: Initial investment from owner cash assumed to be $160,000.
NOTE 2: Labor includes the cost of consulting.
Miyah Vineyards Pro Forma Cash Flow (with owner's cash) Year Ended December31, Year 1 - Year 9-25
Table 6.
 
 
Pro Forma Balance Sheet  
The projected balance sheet in Table 7 shows that with the limitations on vineyard size 
(10- acres) and conservative production (4-ton per acre), depreciation over the 25-year expected 
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life of equipment, this vineyard would not be a sound financial investment alone.  Notice that 
retained earnings will become positive after Year 4.  Total assets of $177,969 and total liabilities 
and stockholders’ equity of $177,969 ($160,000 + $17,969) noticeably improves at the end of 
Year 5.  Even though this vineyard is projected to be a dedicated good grape producer for the 
Miyah Winery, the increase of projection is sufficient for owner investment and operation.  Good 
wine requires good grapes, in this case produced by the Miyah Vineyards. 
ASSETS Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year6 Year 7 Year 8 Year 9-25
CURRENT ASSETS:
  Cash 147,104$ 31,264$    6,053$    8,017$      35,299$    79,475$    126,133$ 175,413$ 224,867$ 
  Accounts receivable -                 -                 9,600      48,000      76,800      96,000      96,000      96,000      96,000      
  Inventories a -                 -                 -               -                 -                 -                 -                 -                 -                 
  Supplies b -                 -                 -               -                 -                 -                 -                 -                 -                 
    Total current assets 147,104    31,264      15,653    56,017      112,099    175,475    222,133    271,413    320,867    
Equipment -                 78,416      75,279    72,143      69,006      65,869      62,733      59,596      56,460      
Less Depreciation c -                 3,137        3,137      3,137        3,137        3,137        3,137        3,137        3,137        
Other Assets -                 -                 -               -                 -                 -                 -                 -                 
Total Assets 147,104$ 106,543$ 87,796$ 125,023$ 177,969$ 238,208$ 281,729$ 327,873$ 374,190$ 
Liabilities & Sharholders' Equities
LIABILITIES
CURRENT LIABILITIES:
  Accounts payable -$               -$               -$             -$               -$               -$               -$               -$               -$               
    Total current liabilities -                 -                 -               -                 -                 -                 -                 -                 -                 
LONG-TERM DEBT, net of current portion -                 -                 -               -                 -                 -                 -                 -                 -                 
Total liabilities -                 -                 -               -                 -                 -                 -                 -                 -                 
STOCKHOLDERS’ EQUITY: 
   Common stock, $1 per share 160,000    160,000    160,000 160,000    160,000    160,000    160,000    160,000    160,000    
   Retained earnings (12,896)    (53,457)    (72,204)  (34,977)    17,969      78,208      121,729    167,873    214,190    
Total Stockholders' Equity 147,104    106,543    87,796    125,023    177,969    238,208    281,729    327,873    374,190    
Total Liabilities and Stockholders' Equity 147,104$ 106,543$ 87,796$ 125,023$ 177,969$ 238,208$ 281,729$ 327,873$ 374,190$ 
c Annual depreciation for the vineyard assumes 25 year life of equipment purchased.
a Inventory is grapes, which will be zero for the vineyard at each year.  Grapes are immediately provided to the winery upon 
b Supplies are assumed to be zero for the pro forma plan, opting to purchase material on a just-in-time basis.
Miyah Vineyards Pro Forma Balance Sheet Year Ended December31, Year 1 - Year 9-25
Table 7.
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CHAPTER 6  
WINE 
“Great wine begins in the vineyard”, says world renowned winemaker Robert Mondovi.  
It is critically important to do the hard work necessary to prepare, select, plant, and manage 
growing good quality grapes through a great vineyard.  When this critical work is done right, 
harvest time rewards a winemaker with an opportunity to make good wine.  Similar to a baby 
being nurtured in a mother’s womb, grapes properly nurtured in the vineyard will give harvest to 
quality grapes. 
Winemaking  
At harvest, good grapes are ready to make good wine. In fact, any harvested grapes, 
good or not, can make wine.  Grapes that are not good will make wine, which is also not 
good.  This fact was highlighted when visiting the Robert Mondavi Vineyard and Winery in 
Napa Valley, California in 1998.   
All the information and discussions in this study have focused on establishing a superior 
vineyard and implementing successful grape nurturing and management techniques in order to 
harvest good quality grapes.  We will now briefly discuss the winemaking process, a straight 
forward matter of chemistry.  This is a step-by-step process that will make wine from any 
harvested grapes or other berries and fruit for that matter. 
Cleanness, good records, and variables play important roles in winemaking process.  
Sanitization in winemaking process is essential.  Sanitize all the tools and all the equipment that 
may directly contact the wine.  Use a wine industry recognized sanitizer or sanitizing solution.  
Unclean procedures will put wine in jeopardy of spoiling.  Create a log and keep a record of each 
step applied and measurement taken as a laboratory experiment in a chemistry lab that 
repeatability is necessary.  Learning from the process to adjust ones technique, decisions, and 
methods to improve future wines is part of the passion to continuously experiment and create 
different tastes and aromas from wine.  Temperature, time, and the winemaker are the three 
variables that most influence the end product.  Recognize that you, the winemaker are a variable.  
Record your actions and decisions as well as the basis or critical thinking associated with each 
decision. 
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Preparation  
The winemaking process for small batch and large commercial batch is the same, 
only dealing with different size containers and quantities. The batch for the experiment in this 
study applied a standard six U.S. gallons (22.71 litters) container (carboy) and grape juice 
concentrate packages purchased in April, 2010, from Grapestompers Winery located in 
Laurel Springs, North Carolina.  The initial batch of wine made for this study was a 
blackberry merlot.  The author applied this process to making raspberry zinfandel and 
blueberry merlot after initial experiment. 
The following provides a list of material and equipment used to make the blackberry 
merlot.   
 Sanitizer 
 B-Brite (BB) Sanitizer (PS 340) with an active oxygenated cleaner or 
sanitizer without chlorine or sulfites 
 Potassium Metabisulfite (PM): (K2S2O5): antioxidant or sterilizing agent 
 Equipment 
 Primary Fermentor or Fermenting Bucket (Drilled for Spigot).  Plastic 
food-grade (22.71 liters or 6 U.S. gallons) container with cover (or bucket 
lid) drilled and grommet.   
 Carboy 
 22.71 liters or 6 U.S. gallons glass (recommended) jug.  
 Triple Scale Hydrometer 
 Airlock and Stopper 
 3-piece airlock and rubber bung, seal carboy at neck.    
 Fill airlock with water to a line marked “fill water”. Attach the airlock to 
the rubber bung. 
 Wine Thief 
 Fermtech Auto Siphon 
 Plastic siphon rod 
 5-6 feet food-grade tubing 
 Floating Thermometer 
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 Mixer 
 Food-grade 28” long handled plastic spoon or Fizz-X Mixer 
 Measuring Cup 
 Blender 
 Corker – Handled Corker or Flour Corker 
 Small drilled Stopper – Multi fit 
 Plastic Paddle 
 Bottle-Filling Wand 
 Bottle Washer – Brass 
 Bottle Washer Adapter 
 Bottle Rinser 
 Carboy Brush 
 Bottle drainer 
 Bordeaux Bottles 
 Bottle Closures: Zork corks or traditional corks with capsules 
 Bottle Filler 
 Labels 
 Capsules 
 Heat Gun 
 PrivatE PreservE®: wine preserver 
 Additives 
 Package 1: Bentonite == 6 grams 
 Package 2: LALVIN EC1118 == 5grams 
 Package #2A: Sulphite ( Potassium Sulphite) == 3.6 grams 
 Package #2B: Potassium Sorbate (2 packets) == 5 grams/packet 
 Package #D1: Kieselsol == 16 grams 
 Package #D2: Chitosan == 52 grams 
 Distilled, well, or spring water 
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Distilled, well, or spring water should be used to provide better winemaking results.  Tap 
water contains chlorine and other chemicals that would interfere with yeast fermentation. Use 
nonchlorinated water to thoroughly clean and rinse the tools and equipment for sanitation. 
 
Primary Fermentation 
The first fermentation stage shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4 in the winemaking 
process is called primary fermentation.   Yeast will rapidly multiply up to hundreds times in 
the first few days of primary fermentation.  This will produce a significant amount of CO2 
and a small amount of alcohol.   
On April 29, 2010, the primary fermentation phase was initiated by mixing the 
blackberry juice concentrate purchased from Grapestompers with spring water and the 
ingredients listed below to the container, checking specific gravity (SG).  The SG for this 
particular blackberry merlot and currant finishing blend should be between 1.05 - 1.06.  This 
process in a step-by-step fashion was followed: 
1. Dissolved 1 tablespoon of BB power per gallon of lukewarm spring water.   
2. Dissolved 1 tablespoon of PM power per gallon of lukewarm spring water. 
3. Sprayed BB solution on workspace or surface contact with the winemaking tools 
and equipment and immediately followed by spraying PM solution. 
4. Sprayed BB solution on to primary fermentator, triple scale hydrometer, wine 
thief, test cylinder, spoon, and blender holder and immediately followed by 
spraying PM solution.  This step ensured all the required tools and equipment are 
well cleaned and sanitized. 
5. Added 2 cups (16.0 total ounces) of hot water into a blender.  Added in Package 1 
Bentonite and mixed it well.  Bentonite is used as a fining agent. 
6. Added one (1) U.S. gallon (4 liters) of warm water 72-82°F (22-28°C) to primary 
fermentation container.  Mixed in dissolved Bentonite solution and continuously 
stir to mix well.  
7. Added the juice concentrate purchased from Grapestompers to mixture in the 
primary fermentation container.  
8. Rinsed juice concentrate bag with hot water.  Added the residual content from the 
concentrate bag into the primary fermentation container. 
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9. Added spring water to the primary fermentation container, filled up to the mark 
on the fermentation container that indicates 23 liters or 6 U.S. gallons.  See Figure 
3.  The temperature in this step is important for yeast to work.  Be sure the 
temperature in the container maintained 
between 72-80°F (22-27°C).  
10. Recorded steps taken, the date (04-29-10), 
and SG.  
a. Checked the specific gravity (SG) 
before mixing in wine yeast.  Swirl 
tripe scale hydrometer in the 
primary fermentation container or 
using wine thief to fill test cylinder 
and swirl hydrometer.  See Figure 
4.  The measured SG at this step is 
recorded as the beginning point of fermentation. 
b. The suggested SG for blackberry merlot is between 1.05 and 1.06.   
c. The SG measured was 1.04 which was recorded.  This SG was 0.01below 
the suggested range.  I could have 
added white sugar to adjust the SG 
upward to be between 1.05 and 1.06 
but elected not to because the SG 
will increase later in the secondary 
fermentation stage when adding 
blackberry and currant finishing 
blend.  This was suggested by the 
winemaker, Tom Burgiss, from 
Grapestompers.   
d. If making a dry wine for about 
12.50% of final alcohol content, then white sugar would be added to raise 
the SG up to 1.09 in this step. 
Figure 4. Primary Fermentation Step 10.  
Check Specific Gravity before sprinkling wine 
yeast over and cross the surface.
Figure 3. Primary Fermentation Step 
9. Spring water filled up to the mark  
on container.
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11. Sprinkled wine yeast Package 2 LALVIN EC-1118 over and cross the surface of 
the mixture in the primary fermentation container.  Do not stir! 
12.  Placed cover (or lid) on the fermentor, and place the fermentor in a warm area, 
72-78°F (22-26°C), off the ground, undisturbed area.  Use a space heater to adjust 
temperature as needed.   Allowed fermentation for about 7-10 days.  Checked the 
SG.  Proceeded to secondary fermentation when the SG was equal or lower than 
0.996.  
a. The SG was 1.000 recorded on May 08, 2010 
b. The SG was 0.992 when the process proceeded to secondary fermentation, 
recorded on July 17, 2010.  
 
Secondary Fermentation 
The secondary fermentation phase was initiated when the SG was equal or lower than 
0.996.  The secondary fermentation stage shown in Figure 5 is the stabilizing and clearing wine 
stage.   This is extremely significant for quality wine result.  This provides the time needed for 
yeast to convert grape sugar to alcohol and CO2, and varies for different wines and for different 
environmental conditions.  Minimize air exposure to the wine in the carboy.  Temperature setting 
is critical until bottled. 
On July 17, 2010, the secondary fermentation phase was initiated when the SG was 
equal or lower than 0.996.   The following steps were performed: 
1. Sprayed BB solution on to siphon components, 23 litters or 6 U.S. gallons carboy, 
28” plastic spoon or Fizz-X mixer, and 3-piece airlock.  Immediately followed by 
spraying PM solution.  This step ensured the siphon components; carboy, spoon, 
and airlock were clean and sanitized. 
2. Siphoned wine from primary fermentation container to carboy using the siphon 
components – Fermtech auto siphon, plastic rod, and tubing.   
a. Removed siphon components carefully when the juice level approached 
the bottom where sediments and lees had settled.   
b. Lees is a winemaking term for the settled materials from the wine juice on 
the bottom of the container.   
c. Lees are discarded.  
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3. Added Package #2A Sulphite into the wine.   
a. Stirred vigorously for about 2 minutes.   
b. Sulphite is wine stabilizer with antimicrobial and antioxidant properties 
and is added to slow oxidation and reduce the chance of bacterial 
contamination and additional, unwanted yeast growth. 
4. Added Package #2B Potassium Sorbate (2 packets) into the wine.   
a. Stirred vigorously for about 2 minutes. 
b. Potassium Sorbate is used as wine preservative to slow mold and yeast 
growth and to inhibit additional fermentation.  
5. Added Blackberry Finishing Blend after stabilizing and before clearing the wine. 
6. Stirred with a spoon or Fizz-X Mixer mounted stirring drill.  Stirred vigorously 
for 5-6 minutes to degas wine.   
a. This step is important.  Stirring less than 5 minutes will prevent the wine 
from clearing.  The SG was 1.24 recorded on July 17, 2010. 
7. Added Package D1 Kieselsol to wine and stirred for 2 minutes.   
a. Kieselsol is used as a stabilizer and clarifying (clearing) agent. 
b. This ingredient is needed for the Chitosan to work. 
8. Wait for 6-8 minutes.   
9. Added Package D2 Chitosan and stirred for 2 minutes.   
a. Chitosan is used with Bentonite, Kieselsol, and other fining agents to 
clarify wine. 
10. Siphoned the wine into the carboy to a level of about two inches from the top of 
carboy.   
a. Filled the airlock with water to the line marked on the airlock.   
b. Attached the airlock to the rubber bung.   
c. Inserted the airlock and bung to the neck of the carboy.   
d. Sealed the neck tightly preventing air goes into the carboy. 
11. Allowed the carboy to stand in an isolated area at a temperature of 64-70° F (18-
21°C) until the airlock rests all the way straight up shown in Figure 5 and the SG 
was about 1.20 or lower.  
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a. It is important to note that the winemaker must patiently wait until the 
floating bubbler inside the airlock exhibits no more bubbling and sits 
(rests) all the way straight up to the top of the airlock.  See the picture in 
Figure 5. 
12. The SG was 1.18 recorded on 
September 18, 2010.   
13. Continued to check the SG 
level and clarity for a few 
more days to ensure that the 
wine would be clear.  The 
color of wine is a clear ruby 
red.  When the clarity was 
satisfactory, the wine was 
ready to bottle.  
 
 
Bottling, Corking, and Labeling 
The final Blackberry Merlot contained residual unfermented sugar at the completion of 
the secondary fermentation.  The wine was filtered prior to bottling to significantly reduce any 
probability of fermentation restarting in the bottle.   New wine bottles were used.   
Spray BB solution in new wine bottles and immediately follow by spraying PM solution.  
Keep surface, workspace and all the equipment that contacts the wine clean and sanitized.  Test 
the free SO2 content of your wine (using Titrets and Titret holder) to determine the proper 
amount to add.  Generally speaking, the target-free SO2 for red wines is 20-30 parts per million 
(ppm) and 25-40 ppm for white wines (Grapestompers, 1998). The exact target depends upon the 
pH of the wine. 
The following actions were taken to bottle the finished wine: 
1. Sprayed BB solution on primary fermentor and siphon components. 
2. Siphoned the wine from carboy to the primary fermentor.   
3. Filtered the wine. 
Figure 5. Check Airlock. Photo on Left exhibits floating 
bubbler inside the airlock.  Photo on Right exhibits no 
more bubbling.  The airlock rests all the way straight up to 
the top - the wine was ready to bottle.
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4. Added 1/8 teaspoon per gallon of PM to the wine before bottling.  Adding PM 
powder to the wine before bottling is determinant.  It inhibits yeast renewed and 
protects the wine from oxidation in the bottle.   
a. Some people sensitive to PM may have a minor to severe allergic reaction 
to PM.  Therefore, be very careful and determine a proper amount to add.   
b. Normal target for free SO2 content is a range of 20-30 ppm for reds and 
25-40 ppm for whites before bottling.  
5. Bottled the wine leaving about 7 inches of space in the neck to insert a cork. 
6. Inserted PrivatE PreservE® extension tube (straw like) into nozzle with a twisting 
motion.   
7. Immediately placed tip of the tube into neck of bottle midway down against glass.   
8. Placed a cork on the tube at opening of the bottle, sprayed to sound of one short 
hiss.   
9. Removed the tube, used corking machine, and inserted the cork immediately.   
a. Do not use corking machine if Zork corks are used 
b. Hammer down to insert Zork corks. 
10. Placed capsule over the neck and held down the capsule with a flat like stainless 
steel pasta spatula.  Turned heat gun to low and positioned to dry heat. The heat 
shrank the cover material to fit snug to the top of bottle.  
11. Applied label. 
12. Kept bottles in upright position for 24-36 hours.   
13. Stored bottles on their sides at a temperature 55-65°F (13-18°C) in a controlled 
area to keep the corks moist for about 30-35 days.   
a. Store the bottled wine out of direct sun light in an ideal temperature lower 
than 60°F (16°C).  
The initial 6gallong batch of Blackberry Merlot made 30 bottles of wine.  Final product 
should look like the one shown in Figure 6.  The alcohol content is about 14.67% {SG 
(1.04-0.992+1.24-1.18) / 0.00736). 
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Figure 6. Photo: 2010 Blackberry 
Merlot bottled by Miyah Vineyards
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CHAPTER 7 
WINERY PRO FORMA 
The production of good wine requires an enthusiastic winemaker and good grapes as has 
been discussed many times in this paper.  However, the production of commercial wines requires 
equipment, materials, and expertise in designing, installing, and operating a commercial 
winemaking facility. 
 
Regulatory Approvals 
There are many regulatory approvals that must be received such as from: 
 Local County business license and construction approvals, 
 State approval (Tennessee Department of Agriculture), 
 Alcohol Beverage Commission State approval, 
 Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms Federal approval, 
 Individual label Federal approval, and  
 Register label with Tennessee Department of Revenue. 
 
In Tennessee, the county in which the winery is located and the source of retail and 
wholesale sales must be legally allowed to produce alcoholic beverages for the purpose of resale.  
For the following discussion, it is assumed that each of these authorities will approve the winery. 
Designing and installing a winery requires more capital expenditures than a vineyard.   
Economy of size over a winery capacity from 5,000 to 20,000 gallons of annual fermentation is 
relatively unimportant, i.e., the total cost for equipment and building are relatively the same per 
gallon of capacity, ranging from $40/gallon for 5,000 gallon capacity to $39/gallon for 20,000 
gallon capacity. 
The lack of scale economies for these size wineries has harsh implications for the small 
business model.  Pressure is on the business owner to pursue distribution channels such as the 
traditional tasting room, retail outlet, or direct Internet sales that will maximize profits.  These 
outlets cater to consumers for direct retail sales on a per bottle (or case) basis.  The wholesale 
outlets to distributors and on to other retail markets limit the amount of profit available.  This 
fact pushes a small vineyard-to-winery owner, such as Miyah, to find a winery location that 
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allows for a tasting room, retail outlet convenient to customers with highest volume traffic.  This 
may cause the vineyard to be separated from the winery. 
 
Winery Facility Cost Estimates  
The winery production size needed for the Miyah Winery to match the production of the 
Miyah Vineyards is 10,000 gallons of annual fermentation.  Establishing a winery of this range 
for equipment, materials, and a functioning facility to receive, prepare, ferment, and bottle wine 
is expected to cost approximately $405,000 in initial capital investment. This cost estimation of 
10,000 gallons of fermentation capacity shown in Table 8 is adopted from “Considerations for 
Starting a Winery” as displayed in Table 1, Establishment expense summary for small wineries 
was provided by Justin R Morris: 
 
Description Pro Forma Cost:
Receiving and Crushing $24,174 
Fermentation and Storage 103,780
Cellar 43,810
Bottling Line 13,095
Total Equipment $184,859 
Building (cost.) $220,000 
Building (4,400 sq. ft.)
Total Cost (without land) $404,859 
Equipment Cost per gallon capacity $18.49 
Total Cost per gallon of capacity $40.40 
Note. Adapted from "Table 1. Establishment expense summary for small 
wineries by Justin R. Morris, 2008, Considerations for Starting a Winery, p. 35.
Winery Sized for 10,000 Gallongs of Annual Fermentation
Table 8.
 
 
Production Cost Summary 
The business model was built for Miyah Winery where the cost of equipment and 
building are capitalized over 10 years, thus allowing the cost per gallon of wine that will need 
to be recovered each of those 10 years to be $40.40/10 years, or $4.04 per gallon per year.   
Cost estimation to operate the winery will be mostly the winemaker and owner’s time 
supplemented by unskilled labor to receive the grapes, crush, and store, clean up and maintain 
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the property, and to transfer and bottle the wine at the appropriate times.  This winemaker cost 
and labor is conservatively estimated to be no more than $100,000 each year.  This operating and 
maintenance cost will add an additional $100,000/10,000 gallons or $10 per gallon of wine.   
Determine the cost impact to wine price from the grapes grown and harvested at the 
Miyah Vineyards and sold to the Miyah Winery for $96,000 per year.  Assuming these grapes 
can be processed at the Miyah Winery and will produce 10,000 gallons of wine, at a grape cost 
of 96000/10000 or $9.60 per gallon of wine cost.   
Add these costs together for: 
 Cost of Grapes    $  9.60 
 Cost to recover Winery investment  $  4.04 
 Cost to operate and maintain Winery  $10.00 
 Total Cost in a gallon of wine  $23.64/gallon 
 At 5 bottles per gallon   $  4.73/bottle 
 
The all-in cost to produce an average bottle of good wine for Miyah enterprises is 
projected to be $4.73 per bottle.  At 10,000 gallons times 5 bottles per gallon, the annual 
production should be approximately 50,000 bottles. 
 
Projected Cost of Sales  
Retail outlets provide the highest retail price that Miyah can charge per bottle, 
expected to average $12 per bottle.  These outlets include tasting room and retail store as well 
direct to restaurants and business supplier importers.  The onsite retail sales offer the highest 
cost of sales from facility and labor.  The expected cost of facility to capture the eye and 
interest of a buyer is estimated to be approximately $300,000 as an add-on to the winery 
facility.  The retail store will facilitate winery tours creating customer loyalty.  This facility 
will also house the distribution process for all sales.  This facility cost will be capitalized over 
10 years for a per bottle cost of $0.60/bottle ($300,000/10 years/50,000 bottles annual 
production).   
This facility will manage all sales, retail, direct via the Internet, and indirect through 
distributors to liquor stores and other outlets.  Annual salaries for staff to manage and maintain 
the retail and distribution facility are expected to be $150,000 per year.  This cost of sales will 
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increase the overall cost by $3.00/bottle ($150,000/50,000 bottles annual production).  Thus, the 
projected total cost of sales will add $3.00 + 0.60 or $3.60/bottle.  Total cost to produce and sale 
a bottle of Miyah wine is expected to be $3.60 + 4.73 = $8.33/bottle all-in costs.   
 
Planned Sales Outlets  
Based on the volume being sold by the benchmarked wineries, an annual sales 
projection of 40,000 bottles at a winery and tasting room direct sales location west of 
Nashville in the Kingston Springs area should be reasonable.   The winery will be located 
approximately 40 miles from the vineyard to assure good retail traffic.  As a comparison, two 
of the wineries benchmarked sell 50-100,000 bottles through their onsite retail store per year.  
The remaining 10,000 bottles of Miyah wine will be distributed to liquor stores and used to 
seed and penetrate the Asian market by direct sales to importers when possible and to 
exporters eventually.  However, the exporter outlet will be used sparingly as low profit is 
expected through this approach.   
Projected Sales Volume and Profits 
From the analysis of planned sales outlets, the Miyah Pro Forma direct sales price 
will be $12/bottle at a cost of $8.33/bottle, for a profit of $3.67/bottle.  Selling 40,000 bottles 
via direct sales outlets provides $146,800 in annual profit.   Indirect sales will have a reduced 
profit due to discounted price to $10/bottle.  Assuming indirect sales of 10,000 bottles at a 
profit of ($10.00-8.33) $1.67/bottle provides additional profit of $16,700.  Annual total sales 
and profit is projected to be:  
 
Projected Sales Volume and Profits 
Type of Sale 
Sales Volume 
(# of bottle) 
Price of Sale 
($/bottle) 
Income 
from Sales 
Profit 
($ / bottle) 
Profit from 
Sales 
Direct 40,000 12.00 $480,000 $3.67 $146,800 
Indirect 10,000 10.00 $100,000 $1.67 $  16,700 
Total Sales 50,000  $580,000  $163,500 
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CHAPTER 8 
MARKET RESEARCH AND ANALYSIS 
Market Review 
Of the seven vineyard and wineries benchmarked during this study, Beachaven Vineyard 
and Winery in Clarksville, TN purchases almost all of the grapes from neighboring vineyards to 
make its wines, Sprout Spring Estates Vineyard in Blaine, TN produces grapes to sell to 
commercial wineries located in Sevier County, TN, and the remaining five vineyards grow 
grapes used to produce their own wines.  Addresses and additional business information for these 
entities can be found in Chapter 2, BUSINESS REVIEW of this paper.  These seven businesses 
include: 
 Old Medina Winery. Marketing appears to be through an Internet website 
http://www.pariswinery.com/ with little evidence of other outlets.  Sales are 
predominately through the onsite tasting room and retail store, with some sales 
through distributors to liquor stores. 
 Crown Winery and HRH Vineyards. Currently its sales are from its onsite tasting 
room and retail store.  Marketing activities include its website, 
http://crownwinery.com/ as well as weekly onsite galas (which also provide 
additional sources of income) including weddings, music, and festival 
celebrations. 
 Paris Winery and Vineyards. Marketing activities, in addition to its website at 
http://www.pariswinery.com/ include summer concerts on the grounds, allowing 
visitors to tour the vineyard.  Sales are from their onsite tasting room and retail 
store. 
 Beachaven Vineyards and Winery. In addition to onsite wine sales, the Beachaven 
wines are distributed and sold through a few restaurants and several liquor stores 
throughout Middle Tennessee and even into the East Tennessee markets of 
Chattanooga, Athens, and Knoxville.  Marketing through its website at 
http://www.beachavenwinery.com/.  Beachaven has become a summer concert 
and celebration hub for Clarksville and surrounding area for weddings, music, and 
festivals. 
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 Tennessee Valley Winery.   Marketing through its website at 
http://tnvalleywine.com/.  Sales are from its tasting room and onsite retail store as 
well as through distributors to an extensive list of retail stores in the Knoxville, 
Chattanooga, and Nashville areas. 
 Spout Spring Estates Vineyard.  They have a website at 
http://spoutspringestates.com/. 
 Countryside Vineyards & Winery.  Their website is at 
http://cvwineryandsupply.com/.  Their wines are sold through distributors, and at 
their tasting room and onsite retail store.  The annual sales production in volume 
is 7,000 gallons.  The most popular, best selling wine at their tasting room and 
retail store is red wine “Autumn Harvest” made from Steuben grapes. 
Just like most of the small to mid-sized vineyards and wineries benchmarked above and 
others that make up the landscape of wineries around the Southeast U.S., the grapes from the 
Miyah Vineyards will be grown to produce wines at its associated winery.  This strategy 
provides the owner and winemaker with the opportunity to exercise their passion to make good 
wines from the grapes grown in a vineyard designed, implemented, operated, and maintained to 
assure good quality grapes.  Without good grapes, good wines are not possible.  Also, from a 
business perspective, the bulk of profits come from the wine through retail and wholesale 
transactions.   
 
Market Research 
To be a successful vineyard to winery business, the owners and winemakers must know 
the buying habits and desires of their perspective customers, what appeals to their tastes and 
smells, and passion.  Yes, just like winemakers, the wine buyers, in some cases wine connoisseur 
have a passion for wine tastes, smells, and the associated lifestyle that good wine enjoyment 
manifests.   
The business owners must know how to get their wine products to their customers, how 
to brand and create a buying desire.  This is where winemakers must cross over to the dark side 
of business if they want or need to be profitable in the pursuit of their passion.  In many cases, in 
fact an argument can be made that in most cases, the vineyard to winery business owners choose 
not to spend sufficient time understanding, planning, and managing their passion as a profit 
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seeking business.   Some simply believe that if they make good wine, build a tasting room, and 
put a retail store on site, the buyers will come.  Almost all believe that if they put up a cool web 
site, they have marketed their wines, created a brand, and enhanced their sales sufficiently to be 
profitable, or at least sustained sufficient income to pursue their passion.  Please do not be 
mistaken, many (most) vineyard to winery business owners never sustain or achieve a profit.  
For those who are interested in maximizing their sales, market research is necessary to 
understand which market segments offer the best sales opportunities – retail and wholesale, food 
and beverage, hotel, restaurants, exports, etc.  Identify market sizes by volume and value.  
Identify the trends and developments for wine in current and future domestic and export markets.  
Determine which sales venues make sense to be profitable.  This is necessary to make reasonable 
business decisions before the first vine is planted.  
 
Miyah Vineyards 
These studies include return-on-investment plans to startup and operate a good grape to 
good wine business.  The new venture will be called Miyah Vineyards.   The author of this study 
and owner of Miyah Vineyards is Taiwanese.  Miyah pronounced as “Me-Yah” is the Japanese 
name adopted by the author’s oldest sister.  The oldest sister is the most honored sibling in the 
Chung Taiwanese family.  She taught the author how to enjoy and to make wines when growing 
up in Taiwan.  It is most fitting to honor her by naming the new venture Miyah – Our childhood 
memory: We always watched mom make wines.  Mom always made wines from plums, grapes, 
and peaches.  Mom’s wines were high in alcohol content and we got drunk on them!   
The Miyah Vineyards marketing and sales strategy starts with growing good quality 
grapes in a vineyard located in Middle Tennessee, designed, implemented, operated, and 
maintained by the winemaker owners, and to make good quality wines onsite.  Brand defined by 
Internet website, enter competition and win national and international awards for high quality 
wines, and establish a label that will increase sales through name recognition and repeat loyal 
customers.   This strategy will take several years to achieve the desired brand.   
During the startup and mid-cycle operation phases, profits will be needed to sustain the 
winemaking passion and to fund branding activities.  Marketing and sales during these initial 
business phases will be the primary focus of this study.   
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Marketing and sales venues will be through direct sales to area restaurants, through 
distributors to Tennessee liquor stores, and via online Internet sales. Because the Miyah 
Vineyards owner has a network of family and friends in Asian businesses, Miyah Vineyards 
wines will be exported.  Exports will initially be to Taiwan and then to Hong Kong, Singapore, 
and South Korea.  Please refer to Appendix B for Letters of Intent from a Taiwan importer and 
from two Tennessee restaurant owners demonstrating that buyers are prepared to purchase Miyah 
wines when they can be ready.  
Hong Kong, Singapore, South Korea, and Taiwan were small, poor countries struggling 
to overcoming poverty during early 1960s.  These countries worked their way out of being 
underdeveloped countries to become prosperous and highly developed in technology, textiles, 
and financial markets from early 1970s to 2010.  These countries are known as the Asian Four 
Tigers or Asian Dragons (Wikipedia, 2010).  They have similar economic structures, high 
income per capita, high gross domestic product (GDP) per capita, with highly industrialized 
industries.  Hong Kong and Singapore are financial and banking hubs in Asia, supporting 
worldwide banks and stock exchanges.  South Korea and Taiwan are strong in Information 
Systems and Information Technologies.  Because of the Miyah owner’s roots and network 
relationships, these four countries will be the target for export business. 
 
Market Size 
The wine institute has issued some interesting statistical information and trends for 
consumption of all types of wines, including sparkling wine, dessert wine, vermouth, and table 
wine.  The trend shows consistent increases in wine consumption in the United States over this 
period with expected increases to continue.  The market in the United States is strong and 
consistent.  The average wine consumption per resident in 1934 was 0.26 gallon and the average 
of wine consumption in 2009 was 2.5 gallons, as shown on Table 9 (Wine Institute, 2009).   
 An average wine consumption per resident has multiplied 9.6 times since 1934.  The 
most important information from this source is that the upward trend has been relatively 
consistent with Total Table Wine consumed increasing each of the last 16 years.  It is an easy 
conclusion to see that the wine consumption will continue to increase in the foreseeable future.  
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2009 2.50 767 670 1971 1.48 305 155
2008 2.48 753 658 1970 1.31 267 133
2007 2.47 745 650 1969 1.17 236 112
2006 2.39 717 628 1968 1.07 214 96
2005 2.33 692 609 1967 1.03 203 88
2004 2.26 665 589 1966 0.98 191 79
2003 2.20 639 570 1965 0.98 190 74
2002 2.14 617 552 1964 0.97 186 70
2001 2.01 574 512 1963 0.93 176 64
2000 2.01 568 507 1962 0.90 168 60
1999 2.02 543 475 1961 0.94 172 57
1998 1.95 526 466 1960 0.91 163 53
1997 1.94 519 461 1959 0.89 156 48
1996 1.89 500 439 1958 0.89 155 47
1995 1.77 464 404 1957 0.89 152 45
1994 1.77 459 395 1956 0.90 150 45
1993 1.74 449 381 1955 0.88 145 43
1992 1.87 476 405 1954 0.88 142 42
1991 1.85 466 394 1953 0.89 141 40
1990 2.05 509 423 1952 0.88 138 38
1989 2.11 524 432 1951 0.83 127 36
1988 2.24 551 457 1950 0.93 140 36
1987 2.39 581 481 1949 0.89 133 32
1986 2.43 587 487 1948 0.84 122 28
1985 2.43 580 478 1947 0.67 97 23
1984 2.34 555 401 1946 1.00 140 37
1983 2.25 528 402 1945 0.71 94 27
1982 2.22 514 397 1944 0.74 99 36
1981 2.20 506 387 1943 0.73 98 38
1980 2.11 480 360 1942 0.84 113 32
1979 1.98 444 325 1941 0.76 101 29
1978 1.96 435 305 1940 0.68 90 27
1977 1.82 401 262 1939 0.59 77 n/a
1976 1.73 376 228 1938 0.52 67 n/a
1975 1.71 368 209 1937 0.52 67 n/a
1974 1.64 349 192 1936 0.47 60 n/a
1973 1.64 347 185 1935 0.36 46 n/a
1972 1.61 337 170 1934 0.26 33 n/a
Source: http://www.wineinstitute.org/resources/statistics/article86
1
All wine types including sparkling wine, dessert wine, vermouth, other special natural and table wine.  Based upon Bureau 
of the Census estimated resident population. Per capita consumption will be higher if based on legal drinking age population.
2
Because of changes  in reporting, these numbers  include a l l  s ti l l  wines  not over 14% a lcohol . His tory revised.
Source: Wine Institute/ Gomberg, Fredrikson & Associates.
Revised on Apr 5, 2010
Year
Total Wine per 
Resident
1 
(Gallons)
Total Table 
Wine (Million 
Gallons)
Total Table 
Wine
2
 (Million 
Gallons)Year
Total Wine per 
Resident
1 
(Gallons)
Total Wine 
(Million 
Gallons)
Total Table 
Wine
2
 (Million 
Gallons)
Wine Consumption in the United States
Table 9.
 
The Miyah Vineyards first trial run at the export market begins in Taiwan because of the 
relationships of the owner and export business entities.  See Appendix B, Letters of Intent to 
demonstrate one importer willing to purchase Miyah wines when in production.  Taiwan is 
experiencing fast paced economic growth.  Economic growth in Taiwan has transformed from 
dependence on textile and light industrial businesses to high-tech, cutting edge entities.  Taiwan 
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is one of the top 12 export and import partners for the United States (Taiwan-Office of the 
United States Trade Representative).  Taiwan’s economic growth has relied on a highly educated 
and well trained professional workforce, making it a world class leader in information system 
and technology.  Taiwan lacks natural resources and relies on agricultural food and product 
imports from the United States.  Wine is a major export opportunity for Tennessee wine to 
Taiwan. 
Market Overview 
The Monthly Statistical Release by The U.S. Treasury Alcohol and Tobacco Tax and 
Trade Bureau (TTB) indicates that the wine sales volume in December 1984 was 18,924,710 
gallons and the wine sales volume in December 2009 was 117,600,475 gallons.  This statistical 
data released by the TTB shows wine sales increased about 5.21 [(117,600.475-
18,924,710)/18,924,710] times in year 2009 compared to year 1984. The wine statistics and data 
from TTB can be found at their website http://www.ttb.gov/wine/wine-stats.shtml .  
The U.S. Department of Commerce estimated in 2007 wine sales increased to $12.5 
billion.  There were many more small scaled vineyards with less than 100 acres growing grapes 
than in past years.  The trend to smaller and midsized vineyards has increased since 1999.  Total 
grape production in 2007 was about 6.73 million tons of which 60% were wine grapes (Hodgen, 
D., 2008).  About 2,179 new wineries were added to the number of active wineries prior to 2007.  
The TTB indicated a total of 4,867 winery operators produced 645 million gallons (2.44 billion 
liters) of wine onsite.  
The State of California produced 576 million gallons (2.18 billion liters), accounting for 
89.3 percent of the total wine produced in the United States, followed by New York, 
Washington, Oregon, Florida, New Jersey, Kentucky, Ohio, Virginia, and North Carolina.  The 
number of active winery operations had increased to a total of 5,430 in 2007 (Hodgen, D., 2008).   
The top ten wine producing states by volume are shown in Table 10, 2007 Top Ten Wine 
Producer States by Volume (Hodgen, D., 2008).  
  The total wine sales in the U.S. wine market in 2006 were $28.9 billion in retail value 
and 716.3 million gallons (2,711.20 million liters) in volume.  Wine sales in the U.S. market 
increased 4% in 2007.  The largest global wine sales in 2007 were the U.S. market (Hodgen, D., 
2008) with a total of $30 billion by value and a total of 745 million gallons (2,819.8 million 
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liters) by volume.  The total retail wine 
sales in the U.S. market by source is 
shown in Table 11, 2007 U.S. Retail 
Wine Sales by Source (Hodgen, D., 
2008). 
Red wines sales increase more 
than white and rosé wines in 2007 
compared to ten years ago in 1997.  The 
major changes in wine sales were red 
wines and blush or rosé wines since 1997.  
The percentage of red wine sales in 2007 
was 43% compared it to 25% in 1997 
(Hodgen, D., 2008).  The total blush or rosé wine sales in 2007 decreased to 15% compared it to 
34 percent in 1997.  The percent of white wine sales did not vary since ten years ago.  The 
comparison of wines sales in 2007 and 1997 is shown in Table 12, U.S. Supermarket Wine Sales 
Statistics (Dogen, D., 2008).   
Volume Volume Value
 Wine Source (Percent) (Million Gallons) (US$ Million)
California Wines 61% 454.45 18300.00
Imported Wines 26% 193.7 7800.00
All Other U.S. States 13% 96.85 3900.00
Total: 100% 745 30000.00
Source:http://www.trade.gov/td/ocg/wine2008.pdf
2007 U.S. Retail Wine Sales by Source
Table 11.
 
 
Wine 2007 (Percent) 1997 (Percent)
Red Wine 43% 25%
White Wie 42% 41%
Blush (Rosé) 15% 34%
Total: 100% 100%
U.S. Supermarket Wine Sales Statistics
Table 12.
 
 
Competition 
Vineyards and wineries in Tennessee sold 245,181 gallons of wine in 2009, while this 
same year out-of-state vineyards and wineries sold 8,300,518 gallons of wines to Tennesseans 
Volume Volume Volume
State (Million Liters) (Million Gallons) Percent
California 2180 575.96 89.25%
New York 106.8 28.22 4.37%
Washington 75.9 20.05 3.11%
Oregon 15.6 4.12 0.64%
Florida 6.6 1.74 0.27%
New Jersey 6.3 1.66 0.26%
Kentucky 4.7 1.24 0.19%
Ohio 4.2 1.11 0.18%
Virginia 3.7 0.98 0.15%
North Carolina 3.5 0.92 0.14%
Other 32.7 8.64 1.44%
Total: 2440 645 100.00%
Source:http://www.trade.gov/td/ocg/wine2008.pdf
2007 Top Ten U.S. Wine States by Volume
Table 10.
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(Tennessee Farm Wine Growers Association, 2010).  These statistical figures can be interpreted 
as Tennessee wine consumers purchased about 3% (245,181/8,300,518) of wines produced 
locally from Tennessee while they purchased 97% of wines produced from out-of-state 
producers.    
Wine consumers in Taiwan consume more red wines in recent years (Lee, K., & 
Middleton, M., 2009).  The percentages of Cabernet Sauvignon, Shiraz or Syrah, Merlot, and 
other red wines sales in Taiwan is shown in Figure 7 (Lee, K., & Middleton, M., 2009).  The top 
10 best selling wines in Taiwan by brand names are shown in Table 13, 2007 Best Selling Wines 
in Taiwan by Brand Names (Lee, K., & Middleton, M., 2009).  The top three selling wine by 
brand names in Taiwan in 2007 were 
YuChuan produced by Taiwan 
Tobacco & Liquor Corp (TTLC) with 
24.1%, Yellow Tail by Casella Wines 
with 14.7%, and Cathedrale 
Flamenco Deluxe by Sea & Land 
Wine & Spirits Co Ltd with 10.5% of 
sales.  The total sales from the top two US brands only amount to about 6.2% of total sales by 
volume.  Knowing the interest and draw that Taiwanese people have for American anything and 
everything allows for an easy conclusion that Taiwanese buyers or importers will buy as much 
Tennessee wine as Miyah can produce and export.  
48.5%
31.5%
16.5%
3.5%
Cabernet Sauvignon
Shiraz/Syrah
Merlot
Others
Figure 7. 2008 Taiwan Wine Red Wine Sales
Brand Name
Percent 
(Volume) Wine Producer Country
Yu Chuan 24.10% Taiwan Tobacco & Liquor Corp Taiwan
Yellow Tail 14.70% Casella Wines Pty Ltd Australia
Cathedrale Flamenco Delue 10.50% Sea & Land Wine & Spirits Co Ltd France
Ernest & Julio Gallo 3.60% E &J Gallo Winery U.S.
Jacob's Creek 2.90% Pernod Ricard Groupe Australia
Monsieur William 2.80% Sergio Valente Inc France
Premium Choice Rose 2.60% E & J Gallo Winery U.S.
Lindemans 1.90% Foster's Group Ltd Australia
Penfolds 1.80% Foster's Group Ltd Australia
Rosemount Estate 0.60% Foster's Group Ltd Australia
Source: Wine_Taipei%20ATO_Taiwan_7-28-2009.pdf
2007 Best Selling Wines in Taiwan by Brand Names
Table 13.
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There are about 159 vineyards and wineries in Tennessee as of year 2010 2010).  A list of 
Tennessee vineyards and wineries prepared by my mentor Alice Belt is shown in Appendix E 
Names of Vineyards & Wineries in Tennessee.  Miyah Vineyards is in the process of 
establishing business realtions and forming alliances to share knowledge, skills, and even 
equipment to increase the success rate of the partners.  The wine market is large enough that all 
can survive with a good business plan and market knowledge.  Treating other vineyards and 
wineries as competitors is not in Miyah Vineyards best interest, not in the interest of the partners.  
However, it must be noted that some of the owners have not matured their understanding of the 
markets and opportunities to realize this fact.    
 
Entry Threats and Entry Strategy 
Miyah Vineyards threats are the statup costs and cash flow needed to realize sustainable 
profits.  In addition, when Miyah Vineyards are ready to appear at national and international 
competitions for increased branding, the cost and political walls that will need to be managed are 
not yet known.   
Wine consumers in Tennessee purchased 97% of the wine consumed from out of state.  
Out-of-State wine growers and wine producers are Miyah Vineyards and partners major 
competitors.  Miyah Vineyards has joined the Tennessee Winegrowers Association in an effort to 
unite business support system and referral programs for marketing Tennessee wines toghether to 
create positive and competitive advantage to succeed.  One obstacle that has been demonstrated 
is that many owners see other Tennessee businesses as competitors, not willing to share 
information and collaborate for opportunities.  However, there are several who are willing to 
grow together.  This will be an exciting adventure.  
Miyah Vineyards’ marketing plan starts with trade shows and an international wine expo 
to introduce wine products to market.  Target distributors for U.S. and Tennessee wholesale 
sales.  Target local businesses and resturants and the Internet for direct retail sales.  Miyah 
Vineyards will work with Taiwanese wine importers and U.S. exporters to distribute its wines to 
Taiwan initially then to the other Asian Four Tigers.  Develop partnerships with Taiwanese wine 
importers and set up distribution channel and strategy to introduce Miyah Vineyards wine 
products to Taiwanse customers and buyers.  Set up face to face meetings with potential 
Taiwanese importers and buyers.  
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CHAPTER 9 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
Viable commercial vineyards are growing good grapes in Tennessee and good wine is 
being produced and sold.  The market opportunity for Miyah Vineyards and Winery is promising 
despite that the high risk of capital investment.  Passion can be correlated to performance, even 
in the marginal wine making business. 
Successful Tennessee vineyard and winery owners are passionate.  Because of their 
passion, the winemakers and owners invest the time to know which grapes to grow, how to 
install and manage vineyards, leading to good wines.  The vineyards visited during this study all 
practiced proactive vineyard technology and management.  Growing good grapes require 
tremendous work and time to sustain startup during the first 6 years of vineyard establishment.  
The rewarding part of the vineyards comes from producing good grapes used to make good wine.  
And the passion and pride in the faces of the vineyard owners and winemakers are unmistakable.   
Tennessee is in need of realistic agricultural endeavors and growing good wine grapes 
make sense.  Winemaking is what vineyards are all about.  Wineries in Tennessee are typically 
small scale as compared to the vineyards and wineries in California, New York, and European 
countries.   
 The beauty and art of vineyard-to-winery is a lifestyle inspired by the winemaker’s 
passion for producing good wine.  A small scaled vineyard-to-winery business in Tennessee 
provides its winemaker owners with an opportunity for a special lifestyle for a romantic, filled 
with creativity and reward.  The work is there in abundance.  The rewards are not measured 
merely by dollars but by awards, pride, smiles, relationships, and the unique nectar created by 
the winemaker.  Growing grapes and making wine is a lifestyle.  The dollar rewards do not 
compensate for the investment.  Winemakers will not make much money but will work long 
hours and truly enjoy the fruits of their labor.  The key to success in vineyard-to-winery business 
is to start with enough capital to maintain a positive cash flow through the investment years until 
good profits are available. 
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Figure 3. Waverly Property Explanations of Soil Test Report
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Appendix C 
 
Financial and Budget Details 
Annual Acre Budgeted: Year 1
Variable Expenses: Year 1
Equipment Usage 137.00$               
Weed Control and Cover Crop
  Pre-emergent Herbicide (from Materials) 18.00                   
  Post-emergent Herbicide (from Materials) 24.00                   
  Herbicide application to vineyard rows-labor (skilled) 4.00                      
  Mowing vineyard aisles-labor for 6 mowings (skilled) 37.00                   
Fertilization:
Fertilizer (from Materials) 18.00                   
Fertilizer application to vineyard rows-labor (unskilled) 16.00                   
Total Variable Expenses: Year 1 254.00                 
Fixed Expenses: Year 1
  Land -                        
Site Preparation
  Soil sampling-labor (unskilled) 11.32                   
  Soil testing (1 test per 10 acres) 0.85                      
  Lime 75.00                   
  Liming-labor (skilled) 24.60                   
  Plow & disc-labor (skilled) 36.90                   
  Cover Crop 68.40                   
  Plant Cover Crop (skilled) 12.30                   
Hand Tools
  Total cost 62.00                   
Machinery
  Cost of Purchase - Annualized 570.00                 
Mammal/Bird Pest Control
  Deer Fence - amortized 44.00                   
Buildings
  Tractor Shed 45.00                   
Other Fixed Costs
  Consulting 50.00                   
Total Fixed Expenses: Year 1 1,000.37             
Total Variable Expenses: Year 1 254.00                 
Total Fixed and Variable Expenses: Year 1 1,254.37             
Total Interest: Year 1 35.25                   
  Interest charged on yearly cash expenses for 1/2 yr. 35.25                   
  Interest on Accrued Cash Expenses -                        
Total Expense &Total Interest Expenses: Year 1 1,289.62             
Tons -                        
Harvest Income -                        
Net Investment (Return) at end of Year 1,289.62             
Cummulative Investment (Return) 1,289.62             
Annual Cash Flow: Year 1 (1,289.62)            
Annual Acre Budgeted: Year 1  
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Annual Acre Budgeted: Year 2
Variable Expenses: Year 2
Equipment Usage 510.95$       
Weed Control and Cover Crop
  Pre-emergent Herbicide (from Materials) 18.00           
  Post-emergent Herbicide (from Materials) 22.10           
  Herbicide application to vineyard rows-labor (skilled) 4.10              
  Mowing vineyard aisles-labor for 6 mowings (skilled) 36.90           
Fertilization:
  Fertilizer (from Materials) 18.00           
  Fertilizer application to vineyard rows-labor (unskilled) 16.04           
Dormant Pruning
  Cordon training and tying-labor (unskilled) 40.27           
Canopy Management
  Tying material (tape) 2.55              
  Shoot positioning and tying-labor (unskilled) 40.27           
  Vine trimming/hedging-labor (unskilled) 40.27           
Disease and Insect Control
  Fungicides (from "Materials" sheet) 95.92           
  Insecticides (from "Materials" sheet) 65.37           
  Apply spray   (Skilled) 31.81           
Total Variable Expenses: Year 2 942.55         
Fixed Expenses: Year 2
Land -                
Vineyard Layout
  Markers (post and vines) 56.70           
  Mark vine and post locations-labor (skilled) 58.95           
Planting
Vines (Average Hybrid) 2,304.00     
  Auger vine holes-labor (skilled) 393.69         
  Planting vines-labor (unskilled) 161.07         
Trellising Materials
  3" X 8' CCA-treated Line posts 840.00         
  6" X 9' CCA-treated end posts 312.00         
  12.5 ga.HT cordon and foliage wire ( 4000ft ) 179.20         
   10.5 ga. anchor support wire ( 4000ft ) 6.00              
   End post anchors 116.00         
  In-line ratchet wire strainers for cordon wires 21.50           
  Wirevise wire strainers for foliage wires 85.80           
  Fencing staples for cordon and foliage wires (VA) 12.33           
  Wire Crimping sleeve 6.60              
  Bamboo stakes for trunk support 108.80         
Trellising Construction Labor
  Distribute and drive posts (skilled) 184.50         
  Distribute and drive posts (unskilled) 113.25          
 
Continued Year 2 
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  Auger and set end post (skilled) 32.80           
  Auger and set end post (unskilled) 20.13           
  Mark line post for cordon and foliage wires (unskilled) 13.59           
  Mark end post for wire strainers and wirevises (unskilled) 1.81              
  Drill end post for wirevises (unskilled) 15.10           
  Install line post staples for cordon & foliage wire 30.20           
  Install end post anchor structure (skilled) 98.40           
  String and tighten irrigation drip line wire (unskilled) 15.10           
  String and tighten cordon wire (unskilled) 15.10           
  String and tighten foliage wire (unskilled) 20.13           
  Install bamboo stakes (unskilled)
Machinery
  Cost of Purchase - Annualized 3,903.69     
Irrigation / Drainage tile System - Amortized
  Well and Pump 48.45           
  Irrigation 142.10         
Mammal/Bird Pest Control
   Deer Fence - amortized 43.78           
Weather Station - Amortized
  Watchdog Logger 529.59         
  Indoor Monitor 250.00         
Safety Equipment
  Personal Protection Equipment 19.14           
Buildings
   Shed 44.86           
Other Fixed Costs
  Consulting 50.00           
Total Fixed Expenses: Year 2 10,254.36   
Total Variable Expenses: Year 2 942.55         
Total Expenses: Year 2 11,196.91   
Total Interest: Year 2 387.11         
  Interest charged on yearly cash expenses for 1/2 yr. 314.63         
  Interest on Accrued Cash Expenses 72.48           
Total Expense &Total Interest Expenses: Year 2 11,971.13   
Tons -                
Harvest Income -                
Net Investment (Return) at end of Year 11,971.13   
Cummulative Investment (Return) 13,260.75   
Annual Cash Flow: Year 2 (11,971.13) 
Annual Acre Budgeted: Year 2  
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Annual Acre Budgeted: Year 3
Variable Expenses: Year 3
Equipment Usage 153.73       
Replanting
Vines (Average Vinifera) 18.00          
  Auger vine holes-labor (skilled) 2.05            
  Planting vines-labor (unskilled) 1.26            
Weed Control and Cover Crop
  Pre-emergent Herbicide (from Materials) 18.01          
  Post-emergent Herbicide (from Materials) 23.88          
  Herbicide application to vineyard rows-labor (skilled) 4.10            
  Mowing vineyard aisles-labor for 6 mowings (skilled) 36.90          
Fertilization
  Fertilizer (from Materials) 18.00          
  Fertilizer application to vineyard rows-labor (unskilled) 16.04          
Dormant Pruning
 Spur pruning and cane removal-labor (unskilled) 76.51          
  Cordon training and tying-labor (unskilled) 36.24          
  Tying material (tape) 1.70            
Canopy Management
  Tying material (tape) 2.55            
  Shoot thinning-labor (unskilled) 40.27          
  Shoot positioning and tying-labor (unskilled) 161.07       
  Flower cluster removal (unskilled) 64.43          
  Vine trimming/hedging-labor (unskilled) 80.53          
  Suckering (unskilled) 40.27          
Disease and Insect Control
  Fungicides (from "Materials" sheet) 191.58       
  Insecticides (from "Materials" sheet) 39.16          
  Apply spray   (Skilled) 42.41          
Harvest Costs
  Picking-labor (piece rate by lug) 40.00          
  Distribute/remove lugs-labor (2 unskilled at 130 lugs per 3.72            
Total Variable Expenses: Year 3 1,112.41    
Fixed Expenses: Year 3
Land -              
Trellising Materials
  12.5 ga.HT cordon and foliage wire ( 4000ft ) 358.40       
  Fencing staples for cordon and foliage wires (TN) 24.65          
Trellising Construction Labor
  String and tighten foliage wire (unskilled) 60.40          
Machinery
  Cost of Purchase - Annualized 700.84       
Irrigation / Drainage tile System - Amortized
  Well and Pump 48.35          
 Irrigation 142.30       
Mammal/Bird Pest Control
  Deer Fence - amortized 43.78          
Safety Equipment
  Personal Protection Equipment 16.20          
Harvest Materials/Equipment
  Harvest lugs 80.00          
Buildings
  Tractor Shed 44.86          
Other Fixed Costs
  Consulting 50.00          
Total Fixed Expenses: Year 3 1,569.78    
Total Variable Expenses: Year 3 1,112.41    
Total Expenses: Year 3 2,682.19    
Total Interest: Year 3
   Interest charged on yearly cash expenses for 1/2 yr. 75.37          
   Interest on Accrued Cash Expenses 745.25       
Total Expenses &Total Interest Expenses: Year 3 3,502.81    
Tons 0.40            
Harvest Income 960.00       
Net Investment (Return) at end of Year 2,542.81    
Cummulative Investment (Return) 15,803.56 
Annual Cash Flow: Year 3 (2,542.81)  
Annual Acre Budgeted: Year 3  
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Annual Acre Budgeted: Year 4
Variable Expenses: Year 4
Equipment Usage 153.91$     
Weed Control and Cover Crop
  Pre-emergent Herbicide (from Materials) 18.00          
  Post-emergent Herbicide (from Materials) 23.88          
  Herbicide application to vineyard rows-labor (skilled) 4.10            
  Mowing vineyard aisles-labor for 6 mowings (skilled) 36.90          
Fertilization
Leaf petiole sampling-labor (unskilled) 2.52            
Processing of tissue sample (1 test per 10 acres) 21.00          
Fertilizer (from Materials): 18.00          
Fertilizer application to vineyard rows-labor (unskilled) 16.36          
Dormant Pruning:
Spur pruning and cane removal-labor (unskilled) 402.67       
Cordon training and tying-labor (unskilled) 80.53          
Tying material (tape) 1.70            
Canopy Management
  Tying material (tape) 2.55            
  Shoot thinning-labor (unskilled) 40.27          
  Shoot positioning and tying-labor (unskilled) 161.07       
  Leaf removal-labor (unskilled) 80.53          
  trimming/hedging-labor (unskilled) 80.53          
  Suckering (unskilled) 40.27          
  Berry Cluster thinning / green harvest (unskilled) 40.27          
Disease and Insect Control
  Fungicides (from "Materials" sheet) 380.79       
  Insecticides (from "Materials" sheet) 58.80          
  Apply spray   (Skilled) 68.93          
Harvest Costs
  Picking-labor (piece rate by lug) 200.00       
  Distribute/remove lugs-labor (2 unskilled at 130 lugs per hour) 18.58          
Total Variable Expenses: Year 4 1,952.16    
Fixed Expenses: Year 4
  Land -              
Machinery
Cost of Purchase - Annualized 730.84       
Irrigation / Drainage tile System - Amortized
  Well and Pump 48.35          
  Irrigation 142.30       
Mammal/Bird Pest Control
  Deer Fence - amortized 43.78          
Safety Equipment
  Personal Protection Equipment 16.20          
Harvest Materials/Equipment
  Harvest lugs 560.00       
Buildings
  Tractor Shed 44.86          
Other Fixed Costs
  Consulting 50.00          
Total Fixed Expenses: Year 4 1,636.33    
Total Variable Expenses: Year 4 1,952.16    
Total Expenses: Year 4 3,588.49    
Total Interest : Year 4 989.00       
  Interest charged on yearly cash expenses for 1/2 yr. 100.84       
  Interest on Accrued Cash Expenses 888.16       
Total Expenses &Total Interest Expenses: Year 4 4,577.49    
Tons 2.00            
Harvest Income 4,800.00    
Net Investment (Return) at end of Year (222.51)      
Cummulative Investment (Return) 15,581.05 
Annual Cash Flow: Year 4 222.51       
Annual Acre Budgeted: Year 4  
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Annual Acre Budgeted: Year 5
Variable Expenses: Year 5
Equipment Usage 153.98
Weed Control and Cover Crop
  Pre-emergent Herbicide (from Materials) 18.00
  Post-emergent Herbicide (from Materials) 23.88
  Herbicide application to vineyard rows-labor (skilled) 4.10
  Mowing vineyard aisles-labor for 6 mowings (skilled) 36.90
Fertilization
Leaf petiole sampling-labor (unskilled) 2.52
Processing of tissue sample (1 test per 10 acres) 21.00
Fertilizer (from Materials): 18.00
Fertilizer application to vineyard rows-labor (unskilled) 16.36
Dormant Pruning:
Spur pruning and cane removal-labor (unskilled) 402.67
  Cordon training and tying-labor (unskilled) 32.21
  Tying material (tape) 0.86
Canopy Management
  Tying material (tape) 2.55
  Shoot thinning-labor (unskilled) 40.27
  Shoot positioning and tying-labor (unskilled) 161.07
  Leaf removal-labor (unskilled) 161.07
  Vine trimming/hedging-labor (unskilled) 120.80
  Suckering (unskilled) 40.27
  Berry Cluster thinning / green harvest (unskilled) 40.27
Disease and Insect Control
  Fungicides (from "Materials" sheet) 394.76
  Insecticides (from "Materials" sheet) 120.53
  Apply spray   (Skilled) 74.22
Harvest Costs
  Picking-labor (piece rate by lug) 320.00
  Distribute/remove lugs-labor (2 unskilled at 130 lugs per hour) 29.74
Total Variable Expenses: Year 5 2236.03
Fixed Expenses: Year 5
  Land 0.00
Machinery
  Cost of Purchase - Annualized 743.38
Irrigation / Drainage tile System - Amortized
  Well and Pump 48.35
  Irrigation 142.30
Mammal/Bird Pest Control
  Deer Fence - amortized 43.78
  Safety Equipment 16.20
Buildings
  Tractor Shed 44.86
Other Fixed Costs
Consulting 50.00
Total Fixed Expenses: Year 5 1088.87
Total Variable Expenses: Year 5 2236.03
Total Expenses: Year 5 3324.90
Total Interest: Year 5
  Interest charged on yearly cash expenses for 1/2 yr. 93.43          
  Interest on Accrued Cash Expenses 875.65       
Total Expenses &Total Interest Expenses: Year 5 4,293.98    
Tons 3.20            
Harvest Income 7,680.00    
Net Investment (Return) at end of Year (3,386.02)  
Cummulative Investment (Return) 12,195.03 
Annual Cash Flow: Year 5 3,386.02    
Annual Acre Budgeted: Year 5  
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Annual Acre Budgeted: Year 6 Year 7 Year 8 Year 9 Year 10
Variable Expenses: Year 6 - Year 10
Equipment Usage 153.98 153.98 153.98 153.98 153.98
Weed Control and Cover Crop
  Pre-emergent Herbicide (from Materials) 18.00 18.00 18.00 18.00 18.00
  Post-emergent Herbicide (from Materials) 23.88 23.88 23.88 23.88 23.88
  Herbicide application to vineyard rows-labor (skilled) 4.10 4.10 4.10 4.10 4.10
  Mowing vineyard aisles-labor for 6 mowings (skilled) 36.90 36.90 36.90 36.90 36.90
Fertilization
Leaf petiole sampling-labor (unskilled) 2.52 2.52 2.52 2.52 2.52
Processing of tissue sample (1 test per 10 acres) 21.00 21.00 21.00 21.00 21.00
Fertilizer (from Materials): 18.00 18.00 18.00 18.00 18.00
Fertilizer application to vineyard rows-labor (unskilled) 16.36 16.36 16.36 16.36 16.36
Dormant Pruning:
Spur pruning and cane removal-labor (unskilled) 402.67 402.67 402.67 402.67 402.67
  Cordon training and tying-labor (unskilled) 32.21 32.21 32.21 32.21 32.21
  Tying material (tape) 0.86 0.86 0.86 0.86 0.86
Canopy Management
  Tying material (tape) 2.55 2.55 2.55 2.55 2.55
  Shoot thinning-labor (unskilled) 40.27 40.27 40.27 40.27 40.27
  Shoot positioning and tying-labor (unskilled) 161.07 161.07 161.07 161.07 161.07
  Leaf removal-labor (unskilled) 161.07 161.07 161.07 161.07 161.07
  Vine trimming/hedging-labor (unskilled) 120.80 120.80 120.80 120.80 120.80
  Suckering (unskilled) 40.27 40.27 40.27 40.27 40.27
  Berry Cluster thinning / green harvest (unskilled) 40.27 40.27 40.27 40.27 40.27
Disease and Insect Control
  Fungicides (from "Materials" sheet) 394.76 394.76 394.76 394.76 394.76
  Insecticides (from "Materials" sheet) 120.53 120.53 120.53 120.53 120.53
  Apply spray   (Skilled) 74.22 74.22 74.22 74.22 74.22
Harvest Costs
  Picking-labor (piece rate by lug) 320.00 320.00 320.00 320.00 320.00
  Distribute/remove lugs-labor (2 unskilled at 130 lugs per hour) 29.74 29.74 29.74 29.74 29.74
Total Variable Expenses: Year 6 - Year 10 2236.03 2236.03 2236.03 2236.03 2236.03
Fixed Expenses: Year 6 - Year 10
  Land 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Machinery
  Cost of Purchase - Annualized 743.38 743.38 743.38 743.38 743.38
Irrigation / Drainage tile System - Amortized
  Well and Pump 48.35 48.35 48.35 48.35 48.35
  Irrigation 142.30 142.30 142.30 142.30 142.30
Mammal/Bird Pest Control
  Deer Fence - amortized 43.78 43.78 43.78 43.78 43.78
  Safety Equipment 16.20 16.20 16.20 16.20 16.20
Buildings
  Tractor Shed 44.86 44.86 44.86 44.86 44.86
Other Fixed Costs
Consulting 50.00 50.00 50.00 50.00 50.00
Total Fixed Expenses: Year 6 - Year 10 1088.87 1088.87 1088.87 1088.87 1088.87
Total Variable Expenses: Year 6 - Year 10 2236.03 2236.03 2236.03 2236.03 2236.03
Total Expenses: Year 6 - Year 10 3324.90 3324.90 3324.90 3324.90 3324.90
Total Interest: Year 6 - Year 10 778.79       469.90       143.65       93.43           93.43           
  Interest charged on yearly cash expenses for 1/2 yr. 93.43         93.43         93.43         93.43           93.43           
  Interest on Accrued Cash Expenses 685.36       376.47       50.22         -                -                
Total Expenses &Total Interest Expenses: Year 6 - Year 10 4,103.69   3,794.80   3,468.55   3,418.33     3,418.33     
Tons 4.00           4.00           4.00           4.00              4.00              
Harvest Income 9,600.00   9,600.00   9,600.00   9,600.00     9,600.00     
Net Investment (Return) at end of Year (5,496.31) (5,805.20) (6,131.45) (6,181.67)    (6,181.67)    
Cummulative Investment (Return) 6,698.72   893.52       (5,237.93) (11,419.60) (17,601.27) 
Annual Cash Flow: Year 6 - Year 10 5,496.31   5,805.20   6,131.45   6,181.67     6,181.67     
Annual Acre Budgeted: Year 6 Year 7 Year 8 Year 9 Year 10  
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Annual Acre Budgeted: Year 11 Year 12 Year 13 Year 14 Year 15
Variable Expenses: Year 11 - Year 15
Equipment Usage 153.98 153.98 153.98 153.98 153.98
Weed Control and Cover Crop
  Pre-emergent Herbicide (from Materials) 18.00 18.00 18.00 18.00 18.00
  Post-emergent Herbicide (from Materials) 23.88 23.88 23.88 23.88 23.88
  Herbicide application to vineyard rows-labor (skilled) 4.10 4.10 4.10 4.10 4.10
  Mowing vineyard aisles-labor for 6 mowings (skilled) 36.90 36.90 36.90 36.90 36.90
Fertilization
Leaf petiole sampling-labor (unskilled) 2.52 2.52 2.52 2.52 2.52
Processing of tissue sample (1 test per 10 acres) 21.00 21.00 21.00 21.00 21.00
Fertilizer (from Materials): 18.00 18.00 18.00 18.00 18.00
Fertilizer application to vineyard rows-labor (unskilled) 16.36 16.36 16.36 16.36 16.36
Dormant Pruning:
Spur pruning and cane removal-labor (unskilled) 402.67 402.67 402.67 402.67 402.67
  Cordon training and tying-labor (unskilled) 32.21 32.21 32.21 32.21 32.21
  Tying material (tape) 0.86 0.86 0.86 0.86 0.86
Canopy Management
  Tying material (tape) 2.55 2.55 2.55 2.55 2.55
  Shoot thinning-labor (unskilled) 40.27 40.27 40.27 40.27 40.27
  Shoot positioning and tying-labor (unskilled) 161.07 161.07 161.07 161.07 161.07
  Leaf removal-labor (unskilled) 161.07 161.07 161.07 161.07 161.07
  Vine trimming/hedging-labor (unskilled) 120.80 120.80 120.80 120.80 120.80
  Suckering (unskilled) 40.27 40.27 40.27 40.27 40.27
  Berry Cluster thinning / green harvest (unskilled) 40.27 40.27 40.27 40.27 40.27
Disease and Insect Control
  Fungicides (from "Materials" sheet) 394.76 394.76 394.76 394.76 394.76
  Insecticides (from "Materials" sheet) 120.53 120.53 120.53 120.53 120.53
  Apply spray   (Skilled) 74.22 74.22 74.22 74.22 74.22
Harvest Costs
  Picking-labor (piece rate by lug) 320.00 320.00 320.00 320.00 320.00
  Distribute/remove lugs-labor (2 unskilled at 130 lugs per hour) 29.74 29.74 29.74 29.74 29.74
Total Variable Expenses: Year 11 - Year 15 2236.03 2236.03 2236.03 2236.03 2236.03
Fixed Expenses: Year 11 - Year 15
  Land 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Machinery
  Cost of Purchase - Annualized 743.38 743.38 743.38 743.38 743.38
Irrigation / Drainage tile System - Amortized
  Well and Pump 48.35 48.35 48.35 48.35 48.35
  Irrigation 142.30 142.30 142.30 142.30 142.30
Mammal/Bird Pest Control
  Deer Fence - amortized 43.78 43.78 43.78 43.78 43.78
  Safety Equipment 16.20 16.20 16.20 16.20 16.20
Buildings
  Tractor Shed 44.86 44.86 44.86 44.86 44.86
Other Fixed Costs
Consulting 50.00 50.00 50.00 50.00 50.00
Total Fixed Expenses: Year 11 - Year 15 1088.87 1088.87 1088.87 1088.87 1088.87
Total Variable Expenses: Year 11 - Year 15 2236.03 2236.03 2236.03 2236.03 2236.03
Total Expenses: Year 11 - Year 15 3324.90 3324.90 3324.90 3324.90 3324.90
Total Interest: Year 11 - Year 15 93.43           93.43           93.43           93.43           93.43           
  Interest charged on yearly cash expenses for 1/2 yr. 93.43           93.43 93.43 93.43 93.43
  Interest on Accrued Cash Expenses -                -                -                -                -                
Total Expenses &Total Interest Expenses:Year 11 - Year 15 3,418.33     3,418.33     3,418.33     3,418.33     3,418.33     
Tons 4.00              4.00              4.00 4.00 4.00
Harvest Income 9,600.00     9,600.00     9600.00 9600.00 9600.00
Net Investment (Return) at end of Year (6,181.67)    (6,181.67)    (6,181.67)    (6,181.67)    (6,181.67)    
Cummulative Investment (Return) (23,782.95) (29,964.62) (36,146.29) (42,327.96) (48,509.63) 
Annual Cash Flow: Year 11 - Year 15 6,181.67     6,181.67     6181.67 6181.67 6181.67
Annual Acre Budgeted: Year 11 Year 12 Year 13 Year 14 Year 15  
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Annual Acre Budgeted: Year 16 Year 17 Year 18 Year 19 Year 20
Variable Expenses: Year 16 - Year 20
Equipment Usage 153.98 153.98 153.98 153.98 153.98
Weed Control and Cover Crop
  Pre-emergent Herbicide (from Materials) 18.00 18.00 18.00 18.00 18.00
  Post-emergent Herbicide (from Materials) 23.88 23.88 23.88 23.88 23.88
  Herbicide application to vineyard rows-labor (skilled) 4.10 4.10 4.10 4.10 4.10
  Mowing vineyard aisles-labor for 6 mowings (skilled) 36.90 36.90 36.90 36.90 36.90
Fertilization
Leaf petiole sampling-labor (unskilled) 2.52 2.52 2.52 2.52 2.52
Processing of tissue sample (1 test per 10 acres) 21.00 21.00 21.00 21.00 21.00
Fertilizer (from Materials): 18.00 18.00 18.00 18.00 18.00
Fertilizer application to vineyard rows-labor (unskilled) 16.36 16.36 16.36 16.36 16.36
Dormant Pruning:
Spur pruning and cane removal-labor (unskilled) 402.67 402.67 402.67 402.67 402.67
  Cordon training and tying-labor (unskilled) 32.21 32.21 32.21 32.21 32.21
  Tying material (tape) 0.86 0.86 0.86 0.86 0.86
Canopy Management
  Tying material (tape) 2.55 2.55 2.55 2.55 2.55
  Shoot thinning-labor (unskilled) 40.27 40.27 40.27 40.27 40.27
  Shoot positioning and tying-labor (unskilled) 161.07 161.07 161.07 161.07 161.07
  Leaf removal-labor (unskilled) 161.07 161.07 161.07 161.07 161.07
  Vine trimming/hedging-labor (unskilled) 120.80 120.80 120.80 120.80 120.80
  Suckering (unskilled) 40.27 40.27 40.27 40.27 40.27
  Berry Cluster thinning / green harvest (unskilled) 40.27 40.27 40.27 40.27 40.27
Disease and Insect Control
  Fungicides (from "Materials" sheet) 394.76 394.76 394.76 394.76 394.76
  Insecticides (from "Materials" sheet) 120.53 120.53 120.53 120.53 120.53
  Apply spray   (Skilled) 74.22 74.22 74.22 74.22 74.22
Harvest Costs
  Picking-labor (piece rate by lug) 320.00 320.00 320.00 320.00 320.00
  Distribute/remove lugs-labor (2 unskilled at 130 lugs per hour) 29.74 29.74 29.74 29.74 29.74
Total Variable Expenses: Year 16 - Year 20 2236.03 2236.03 2236.03 2236.03 2236.03
Fixed Expenses: Year 16 - Year 20
  Land 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Machinery
  Cost of Purchase - Annualized 743.38 743.38 743.38 743.38 743.38
Irrigation / Drainage tile System - Amortized
  Well and Pump 48.35 48.35 48.35 48.35 48.35
  Irrigation 142.30 142.30 142.30 142.30 142.30
Mammal/Bird Pest Control
  Deer Fence - amortized 43.78 43.78 43.78 43.78 43.78
  Safety Equipment 16.20 16.20 16.20 16.20 16.20
Buildings
  Tractor Shed 44.86 44.86 44.86 44.86 44.86
Other Fixed Costs
Consulting 50.00 50.00 50.00 50.00 50.00
Total Fixed Expenses: Year 16 - Year 20 1088.87 1088.87 1088.87 1088.87 1088.87
Total Variable Expenses: Year 16 - Year 20 2236.03 2236.03 2236.03 2236.03 2236.03
Total Expenses: Year 16 - Year 20 3324.90 3324.90 3324.90 3324.90 3324.90
Total Interest: Year 16 - Year 20 93.43           93.43           93.43           93.43           93.43           
  Interest charged on yearly cash expenses for 1/2 yr. 93.43 93.43 93.43 93.43 93.43
  Interest on Accrued Cash Expenses -                -                -                -                -                
Total Expenses &Total Interest Expenses: Year 16 - Year 20 3,418.33     3,418.33     3,418.33     3,418.33     3,418.33     
Tons 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00
Harvest Income 9600.00 9600.00 9600.00 9600.00 9600.00
Net Investment (Return) at end of Year (6,181.67)    (6,181.67)    (6,181.67)    (6,181.67)    (6,181.67)    
Cummulative Investment (Return) (54,691.30) (60,872.97) (67,054.64) (73,236.31) (79,417.98) 
Annual Cash Flow: Year 16 - Year 20 6181.67 6181.67 6181.67 6181.67 6181.67
Annual Acre Budgeted: Year 16 Year 17 Year 18 Year 19 Year 20  
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Annual Acre Budgeted: Year 21 Year 22 Year 23 Year 24 Year 25
Variable Expenses: Year 21 - Year 25
Equipment Usage 153.98 153.98 153.98 153.98 153.98
Weed Control and Cover Crop
  Pre-emergent Herbicide (from Materials) 18.00 18.00 18.00 18.00 18.00
  Post-emergent Herbicide (from Materials) 23.88 23.88 23.88 23.88 23.88
  Herbicide application to vineyard rows-labor (skilled) 4.10 4.10 4.10 4.10 4.10
  Mowing vineyard aisles-labor for 6 mowings (skilled) 36.90 36.90 36.90 36.90 36.90
Fertilization
Leaf petiole sampling-labor (unskilled) 2.52 2.52 2.52 2.52 2.52
Processing of tissue sample (1 test per 10 acres) 21.00 21.00 21.00 21.00 21.00
Fertilizer (from Materials): 18.00 18.00 18.00 18.00 18.00
Fertilizer application to vineyard rows-labor (unskilled) 16.36 16.36 16.36 16.36 16.36
Dormant Pruning:
Spur pruning and cane removal-labor (unskilled) 402.67 402.67 402.67 402.67 402.67
  Cordon training and tying-labor (unskilled) 32.21 32.21 32.21 32.21 32.21
  Tying material (tape) 0.86 0.86 0.86 0.86 0.86
Canopy Management
  Tying material (tape) 2.55 2.55 2.55 2.55 2.55
  Shoot thinning-labor (unskilled) 40.27 40.27 40.27 40.27 40.27
  Shoot positioning and tying-labor (unskilled) 161.07 161.07 161.07 161.07 161.07
  Leaf removal-labor (unskilled) 161.07 161.07 161.07 161.07 161.07
  Vine trimming/hedging-labor (unskilled) 120.80 120.80 120.80 120.80 120.80
  Suckering (unskilled) 40.27 40.27 40.27 40.27 40.27
  Berry Cluster thinning / green harvest (unskilled) 40.27 40.27 40.27 40.27 40.27
Disease and Insect Control
  Fungicides (from "Materials" sheet) 394.76 394.76 394.76 394.76 394.76
  Insecticides (from "Materials" sheet) 120.53 120.53 120.53 120.53 120.53
  Apply spray   (Skilled) 74.22 74.22 74.22 74.22 74.22
Harvest Costs
  Picking-labor (piece rate by lug) 320.00 320.00 320.00 320.00 320.00
  Distribute/remove lugs-labor (2 unskilled at 130 lugs per hour) 29.74 29.74 29.74 29.74 29.74
Total Variable Expenses: Year 21 - Year 25 2236.03 2236.03 2236.03 2236.03 2236.03
Fixed Expenses: Year 21 - Year 25
  Land 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Machinery
  Cost of Purchase - Annualized 743.38 743.38 743.38 743.38 743.38
Irrigation / Drainage tile System - Amortized
  Well and Pump 48.35 48.35 48.35 48.35 48.35
  Irrigation 142.30 142.30 142.30 142.30 142.30
Mammal/Bird Pest Control
  Deer Fence - amortized 43.78 43.78 43.78 43.78 43.78
  Safety Equipment 16.20 16.20 16.20 16.20 16.20
Buildings
  Tractor Shed 44.86 44.86 44.86 44.86 44.86
Other Fixed Costs
Consulting 50.00 50.00 50.00 50.00 50.00
Total Fixed Expenses: Year 21 - Year 25 1088.87 1088.87 1088.87 1088.87 1088.87
Total Variable Expenses: Year 21 - Year 25 2236.03 2236.03 2236.03 2236.03 2236.03
Total Expenses: Year 21 - Year 25 3324.90 3324.90 3324.90 3324.90 3324.90
Total Interest: Year 21 - Year 25 93.43           93.43           93.43           93.43              93.43              
  Interest charged on yearly cash expenses for 1/2 yr. 93.43 93.43 93.43 93.43 93.43
  Interest on Accrued Cash Expenses -                -                -                -                  -                  
Total Expenses &Total Interest Expenses: Year 21 - Year 25 3,418.33     3,418.33     3,418.33     3,418.33        3,418.33        
Tons 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00
Harvest Income 9600.00 9600.00 9600.00 9600.00 9600.00
Net Investment (Return) at end of Year (6,181.67)    (6,181.67)    (6,181.67)    (6,181.67)      (6,181.67)      
Cummulative Investment (Return) (85,599.65) (91,781.32) (97,962.99) (104,144.66) (110,326.33) 
Annual Cash Flow: Year 21 - Year 25 6181.67 6181.67 6181.67 6181.67 6181.67
Annual Acre Budgeted: Year 21 Year 22 Year 23 Year 24 Year 25  
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Appendix D 
 
Capital Investments 
 
Machine & Equipment Item Purchase Price Years owned
55-horsepower tractor (4WD, Cab & AC)  $              25,000 25
Bush Hog -- 5 ft                    1,675 25
Grape Hoe, 3 point front-hitch (plow)                    7,500 25
Utility Vehicle, 6WD (e.g., "JD Gator")                    7,000 25
Attachments for Skid Steere                    4,200 25
4WD, 3/4-ton, pickup (cost/mile and 
mile/acre)                  21,685 25
50 gallon herbicide sprayer                    1,995 25
300 Gallon air blast sprayer                    3,850 25
5-foot rotary mower                        675 25
Fertilizer/seed spreader                        200 25
Post driver                    2,500 25
PTO driven auger 12"                    1,085 25
8-foot flatbed trailer                    1,051 25
Total cost of machine and equipment in use  $              78,416 
Basic Capital Investments
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Appendix E 
 
Names of Vineyards and Wineries in Tennessee  
Rec Company Name Address City ST Zip Phone Phone 2 or Email  Acres
1 Adkins Estate Vineyard Robert B. Atkins, III 118 Mocking Bird Rd. Nashville TN 37205 931-362-9215 615-297-7815 35.00
2 Amber Falls Winery Tim Zaunbrecher 794 Ridgetop Road Hampshire TN 38461 931-285-0088 tim@amberfallswinery.com 10.75
3 Anderson Farms Whiteville TN
4 Arrington Vineyards Kip Summers 6211 Patton Rd. Arrington TN 37014 615-395-0102 kip@arringtonvineyards.com 16.00
5 Baron Bluff Vineyard 866 Baron Bluff Road Smithville TN 37166 615-597-7686
6 Beachaven Winery Edward (Ed) Cooke 1100 Dunlop Lane Clarksville TN 37040 931-645-8867 bvwinery@aol.com 3.00
7 Beans Creek Winery Tom Brown 426 Ragsdale Rd. Manchester TN 37355 931-723-2294 bnscrk@bellsouth.net
8 Beaver Creek Vineyard Jason McConkey 265 County Rd. 418 Englewood TN 37329 423-829-5787 2.00
9 Biscoe's Table Grapes Howard Biscoe 4265 Sykes Road Millington TN 38053 901-872-2071
10 Black Oak Farms 7235 Corryton Road Corryton TN 37721 865-687-6900 brotherdave01@aol.com
11 Boothill Vineyard TVC Dairy Thomas Christensen 2542 Willow Grove Hwy Allons TN 38541 931-823-4376 tvcdairy@yahoo.com
12 Bramblefarm and Vineyard Deborah McPeak 6703 Gum Spring Rd. Walling TN 38587 931-761-2443 bramblefarm@blomand.net
13 Brooks Vineyard Jerry L. Brooks 200 Rob Campbell Lane Tazewell TN 37879 423-626-5039 jilliepoo@hotmail.com
14 Burgner Vineyards Daniel (Dan) Burgner 115 Birds Bridge Rd. Greeneville TN 37743 423-639-2332 dburgnersr@yahoo.com 13.00
15 Bussell Vineyard Ronnie Bussell 3 Rogers Lane Carthage TN 37030 615-735-9193 bussellberries@dtccom.net 1.50
16 C. L. Burkhart C. L. Burkhart 4135 Reddick Road Palmyra TN 37142 326-5349
17 Campbell Vineyards (Highland Manor) William (Butch) Campbell 2965 S. York Hwy Jamestown TN 38556 931-879-9519 931-261-2635 3.00
18 Chateau Ross Winery Inc. Deborah and Ross Proctor 5823 Fulton Road Springfield TN 37172 615-654-9463
19 Chestnut Hill Winery Darrin Stryker 78 Chestnut Hill Road Crossville TN 38555 931-707-7878  
20 Chief Creek Farm chiefcreekfarm@bellsouth.net
21 Ciarrocchi Vineyard (Paris Winery) Roger & Lisa Ciarrocchi 541 Holiday Acres Dr. Springville TN 38256 731-642-9703 731-363-0136   
22 Clements Vineyards Judy Clements 1805 Tanyard Rd. Lafayette TN 37083 615-688-6015 clements@nctc.com 7.50
23 Clinch Mountain Winery John Vandergriff 1335 Bullen Valley Road Thorn Hill TN 37881 865-767-3600  
24 Cookson Creek Farm & Greenhouse 1226 Sand Mountain Road Ocoee TN 37361 423-338-5914
25 Corey Ippolito Winery / Vineyard Kevin and Nancy Corey 533 Rogers Oakdale Drive Blountville TN 37617 423-323-1241 njc58@juno.com 10.50
26 Cornerston Creations Vineyard David Fawcett 993 Murrell Rd Kingsport TN 37660 423-349-8129 Cornerstoncreationsjc@juno.com
27 Countryside Vineyards James and Annette Thomas 658 Henry Harr Rd. Blountville TN 37617 423-323-1660 423-232-8820 423-323-8820 6.00
28 Covenant Vineyards Sharman & Richard P. O. Box 948 White House TN 37188 256-335-7549 Sharich@comcast.net 2.00
29 Davis Farm and Vineyard (Savannah Oaks Winery) Bruce  and Betty Davis 1817  Delano Rd. Delano TN 37325 423-263-0421 bbnb9906@aol.com 8.00
30 Dell Creek Vineyards Barbara Delmonaco 962 Hawkins Crawford Rd. Cookeville TN 38501 931-265-3311
31 Dellinger Vineyard Roger or Bobby Dellinger 201 Farm Lane Rock Island TN 38581 931-686-3383 RBDFarm@blomand.net 3.00
32 DelMonaco Winery & Vineyards Barbara & David Delmonaco 600 Lance Dr. Baxter TN 38544 931-858-1177 12.00
33 Dry Hill Vineyard Bob Theriault Deer Run Circle Butler TN 37640 615-376-0192 BobJTheriault@yahoo.com 0.25
34 Easterly Scientific Clay Easterly 6412 Westminister Road Knoxville TN 37919 865-584-9555
35 Faith Farms Mike & Tammy Lowry 152 County Rd. 260 Athens TN 37303 423-368-0380 423-744-9000 2.00
36 Flat Branch Vineyard Gabe Zaunbrecher and Tim 794 Ridgetop Road Hampshire TN 38461 931-285-9441 gzaunbrecher@gmail.com 10.75
37 Four M Farms Steve & Christy Miller 307 Hwy 307E Athens TN 37303 423-887-3788 s4mfarm@yahoo.com 3.50
38 Four Winds Robert Miller 518 County Rd. 350 Sweetwater TN 37874 423-337-7611 2.50
39 Fox Creek Tony Givens 811 County Road 350 Sweetwater TN 37874 423-337-7248 gvnston@aol.com 3.50
40 Fruit and Berry Patch Dennis Fox 4407 McCloud Road Knoxville TN 37938
41 Galyon Vineyards Jeff Galyon 1624 Joe Hinton Road Knoxville TN 37931 865-215-4611 jgalyon@ktnpba.org
42 Gobler's Knobb Vineyard Michael R. Bishop 5292 Poor House Hollow Rd Franklin TN 37064 615-790-0209 mbishop@vol.com 2.00
43 Golden Gaits Farm Bryant & Wendy Morton 600 Hilltop Road Shelbyville TN 37160 931-695-3301 MsMeower@aol.com 1.33
44 Goodwater Vineyard Michael Hood, Laura &Gene 1865 Goodwater Rd. Mosheim TN 37818 423-721-4143 goodwatervineyard@yahoo.com
45 Green Top Vineyard Ronnie & Sally Shoulders 195 Flynn Rd. Gallatin TN 37066 615-230-8517 shou5@bellsouth.net  or 5.00
46 Grinder's Switch Winery Joey and Gail Chessor 2119 Hwy 50 West Loop Centerville TN 37033 931-729-3690 jchessor@hughes.net 6.50
47 Guy Stevens Vineyard Guy Stevens 560 Cr. 564 Englewood TN 37329 423-263-4838
48 Hammer Vineyards Andy Hammer 883 East Highway 2570 Dandridge TN 37725 865-397-4735 7.00
49 Harrison Vineyards and Berry Farm harrisonvineyard@yahoo.com
50 Hickory Hill Farms Tom & Scott Paschal 125 Popular Drive Brush Creek TN 38547 615-683-8555 spaschal@finsvcs.com 5.00
51 High Lonesome Farm Fredrick Bryant S499 Sewell Road Santa Fe TN 38482 flbryant@comcast.net 0.33
52 High Point Farm Donna Martin 2868 Pulaski Hwy Columbia TN 38401 931-388-9567 cuzzidreams@cs.com 2.50
53 Hill Haven Vineyard Ron & Cathy Hanks 2670 Old Baileyton Rd. Afton TN 37616 423-234-0137 or ronhanks459@ao.com
54 Holly Ridge Winery & Vineyard Curt Wallin 486 O'Neal Rd. Livingston TN 38570 931-823-8375 hollyrdgwine@twlakes.net 14.00
55 HRH Vineyards LLC(The Crown Winery) Charles Howard & Rita 3638 East Mitchell St. Humbolt TN 38343 731-784-4666 reets317@aol.com  20.00
56 Jonesborough Vineyards Ron Caylor 138 Lana Bowman Rd. Jonesborough TN 37659 423-913-0527
57 Joppa Ridge Farm Ken Mitchell 5514 HWY 131 Washburn TN 37888 865-497-3588 ken.mitchell@gmail.com 3.00
58 Keg Springs Winery Brian and Becky Hamm 361 Keg Springs Rd. Hampshire TN 38461 931-285-0589 brian@Kegsprings.com 1.00
59 Knoll Creek Farm Larry & Patti Hutchison P.O.Box 35 Thorn Hill TN 37881 KNOLLCREELFARM@AOL.C
60 Laurel Hill Vineyard Ray Skinner 1871 Jefferson Memphis TN 38104 901-725-0377
61 Leaning Cedar Farm 404 Manleys Chapel Road Holladay TN 38341
62 Lewellen Debbie Lewellen 390 Kiser Loop Greeneville TN 37743 423-638-3797
63 Lexington Vineyard Jeff & Debra Hale 2000 Dog Hollow Road Lynnville TN 38472 931-527-4011 1.00
64 Litz Farm John and Alice Litz 1255 Mayes Road Morristown TN 37813 423-312-0144
65 Mary Crawford Farm Mary Crawford 470 Looneys Gap Rd. Surgoinsville TN 37873 423-345-4502
66 McCoy Vineyard James McCoy 2713 Berkshire Ln. Kingsport TN 37660 423-288-4689  
67 McKinney Orchards John McKinney 1728 Todd Dr. Johnson City TN 37604 423-833-2729
68 Meadow Creek Farm James & Peggy DeBerry  1500 Ridgeview Dr. Greeneville TN 37745 423-638-7825 pjdeberry1@earthlink.net 1.00
69 Miburn Ridge 155 Greenway Lane Chuckey TN 37641
70 Milne Farms Chris Milne 6656 Morganton Rd. Greenback TN 37742 865-856-2193 milnec@bellsouth.net  
71 Monteagle Wine Cellars Joe Marlow Monteagle TN 615-924-2120 
72 Morning Glory Farm G. & Vickie Webb 2160 Tudor Mnt. Rd. Gatlinburg TN 37738 865-217-4082
73 Morning Glory Farm & Vineyard G. & Vickie Webb 610 Rocky Flats Road Cosby TN 37722 865-217-4082
74 Morris Vineyard Eric Morris 346 Union Grove Rd.  or 548 Julian Charleston   TN 37310 423-476-2572 ericcaro4@aol.com
75 Mothwing Vineyard Leonard and Betty Johnson 219 Daffodil Lane Mount Carmel TN 37645 423-378-5876 1johnson9@centurylink.net 4.00
76 Mountain Meadows Farm Shannon Meadows 248 Bridges Road Heiskell TN 37754 865-494-9709 mountainmeadowsfarm@gmail.com
77 Mountain Mist Farms Al Shirley 710 Caney Creek Road Pigeon Forge TN 37863 865-258-3276 ashirley@mtnshadows.com
78 Nolichucky Vineyard Katie Martin 6600 Fish Hatchery Rd. Russellville TN 37860 423-317-8333 8.00
79 Oaklawn Farm George Smartt 584 Hickory Blvd. McMinnville TN 37110 931-668-4891 gtsmartt@blomand.net
80 Ocoee Winery, Inc. Steven Hunt 5365 Waterlevel Hwy. Cleveland TN 37323 423-614-5100  
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Rec Company Name Address City ST Zip Phone Phone 2 or Email  Acres
81 Old Medina Winery Conrad Birmingham or Roy 2894 Old Medina Rd. Jackson TN 38305 731-256-1400 731-635-5000 3.00
82 Old Millington Vineyards & Winery Perry Welch / Carrie 6748 Old Millington Rd. Millington TN 38053 901-873-2075 901-873-4114 2.00
83 Orchard Hill Vineyard Tom Martin 963 Lakeshore Dr. Gallatin TN 37066 615-452-3795 2.50
84 Orr Mountain Vineyard Harry and Sue Orr 359 Pumpkin Hollow Madisonville TN 37354 423-442-5390
85 Passons Vineyard James B. Passons 3324 Nashville Hwy. McMinnville TN 37110 931-668-4988 931-668-4616 5.00
86 Peach Haven Orchard Walter Veale Jr. 3358 Hwy 52E Bethpage TN 37022 615-888-5958
87 Pearson Vineyards Glenn Pearson 1920 Greer Rd. Goodlettsville TN 37072 615-708-8322 gpear79272@aol.com 1.00
88 Pinerowe Vineyards Linda Scott PO Box 92 Moscow TN 38057
89 Reedy Creek Michael Reedy 400 Bancroft Chapel Rd Kingsport TN 37660 202-309-3431 michaeljreedy@aol.com 100.00
90 Richland Vineyards Troy & Connie Perrin 8120 Majestic View Way Corryton TN 37721 865-522-8638 865-689-8287  17.00
91 Rocky Top Vineyard John Watkins 299 Edwards School Rd. Loudon TN 37774 931-363-2127 riesling4@aol.com
92 Sanderson Family Farm Bill Sanderson 115 East College St. Kenton TN 38233 731-749-5214 cws59@bellsouth.net 9.00
93 Sandy Ridge Vineyards Robert Gaddis 2398 Chestnut Hill Rd. Dandridge TN 37725 865-397-3748 ondlake@aol.com 25.00
94 Sarah's Vineyard Larry and Jackie Carpenter 3005 Farmer Rd. Clarksville TN 37043 931-217-4350 ldc_jcs_carpenter@msn.com 1.00
95 Sequatchie Valley Vineyards Charles Burnette P. O. Box 156 Sequatchie TN 37374 423-942-3576 15.00
96 Seven Springs Farm Donna Riddle 1394 Hwy. 61 East Union TN 37807 865-803-0281 sevenspringsfarm@earthlink.net 1.00
97 Snyder Farms Scott Snyder 10933 Alvaros Lane Knoxville TN 37934 865-288-0192 scottdsnyder@charter.net
98 Spivey Century Farm Jo & Carl O'Cain 1548 Lower Brownsville Rd. Jackson TN 38301 731-424-7437 carl@centuryfarmwinery.com 11.50
99 Spout Spring Estate Alice & Chuck Belt 430 Riddle Lane Blaine TN 37709 865-719-7485 4.00
100 Stevens Vineyard Guy Stevens 560 County Rd. 564 Englewood TN 37329 423-263-9838 2.00
101 Sticks and Stones Gary Clendenon 526 Center Hill Rd McMinnville TN 37110 931-668-2409
102 Swafford Vineyard Lynn and Linda Swafford 294 County Rd. 550 Athens TN 37303 423-263-1825 423-506-0970 4.00
103 Swindle Vineyard Kay Swindle 905 Blackjack Ct. Hermitage TN 37076 615-885-5604
104 Tailwater Vineyard Steve & Julie Hall 2476 Muddy Hollow Rd. Dandridge TN 37725 865-397-6242
105 Talvin Vineyard Ralph & Robin Johnson Joy 655 Arlie Waddell Rd. Greeneville TN 37743 423-639-1570 talvin_vineyards@yahoo.com
106 Tennessee Mountain View Winery Randal Morris - Eric Morris 354 Union Grove Rd. Charleston TN 37310 423-479-3797 ericcaro4@yahoo.com
107 Teri's Berries Charles Coonley 620 Towee Falls Road Tellico Plains TN 37385 423-253-6742
108 Terry's Vineyard Don Terry 2992 Vervilla Road McMinnville TN 37110 931-668-4770 0.75
109 Tidwell Berry Farms Ray Tidwell 402 Strawberry Road Spring City TN 37381 423-365-5012 423-365-9300
110 Toqua Vineyards Stan McConkey 348 County Road 415 TN 423-829-5771 stanmcconkey@tds.net 3.00
111 Tsali Notch Vineyards JD Tsali 140 Harrison Road Madisonville TN 37354 423-506-9895 tsalinotchjd@gmail.com 30.00
112 Villa Nove Vineyard Robert Gay 1877 Dry Hill Rd Butler TN 37640 423-768-3633 Linda_Gay@msn.com 32.00
113 Weaver Farms Ray Weaver 1868 Deans Shop Rd. Estill Springs TN 37330 931-596-2566
114 Wheeler's Orchard Wade Wheeler HCR 65 - Box 78 Dunlap TN 37327 423-949-4255
115 White Squirrel Vineyard cws59@bellsouth.net
116 Wildwood Vineyard Jerry Reed 15606 Hotchkiss Valley Rd. E Loudon TN 37774 865-376-5939 8.00
117 Wolf Creek Samuel McAllister 621 New Bushy Branch Road Manchester TN 37349 931-728-0851 samuelmccallister@bellsouth.net 4.00
118 Wolf Creek Samuel McCallister 621 New Bushy Branch Road Manchester TN 37355 931-728-0851 samuelmccallister@bellsouth.net 4.00
119 Wolf Valley Vineyard Pat McDaniel & Fred Stair 10809 Faragut Hills Blvd Farragut TN 37934 5.00
120 Wood Farm 2870 Trenton Road Clarksville TN 37040 615-648-8956
121 Bill Nash 296 Stoney Point Road Kingsport TN 37664 423-323-0404 treebowl@earthlink.net 1.00
122 Marty and Cindy Hoover 550 Hall Ext. Clarkrange TN 38553 931-260-0672 martyhooverhmw@yahoo.com 1.50
123 Billy Brymer 1880 Campbellsville Rd. Pulaski TN 38478 931-363-6868 billybigcreek@aol.com 2.00
124 Joe McCrae 74 Heim Rd. Manchester TN 37355 931-728-8139 gpabass@aol.com 2.00
125 Michael Salyer 3343 Kirkwood Road Clarksville TN 37043 931-647-2114 salyersworld@aol.com 2.00
126 Tim Cunningham 1382 Newton Lane Crossville TN 38572 tkc1953@frontiernet.net 2.00
127 Johnny Lynch 361 Pleasant Valley Road Ethridge TN 38456 931-829-2867 3.00
128 Stedman Greever Butler Road Mountain City TN 4.00
129 Phillip Price 43 Hawthorne Lane Fayetteville TN 37334 256-536-6000 duilawyer@aol.com  
130 Tony Johnston 2619 Charter Ct. Murfreesboro TN 37129 615-867-9250  
131 Christopher Rinehart 218 Elnora Drive Hendersonville TN 37075 615-264-6449
132 Clay Easterly 6412 Westminster Rd Knoxville TN 37919 865-584-9555
133 Curtis Waters 1281 Kersey Hollow Rd Lynnville TN 38472 931-527-3245
134 Danny Shelton 1278 Burchell Rd New Market TN 37820 865-471-5137
135 David Bennet 13 Gordie Lane Brush Creek TN 38547 615-428-5038 michellasvineyard@gmail.com
136 Eva Bostedor 413 County Road #550 Englewood TN 37329 423-263-2354
137 Gary Podgorsky 931-388-3142
138 Horrace Feezell 191 County Road 550 Athens TN 37303 423-263-1146
139 Jacob Grinder 901 Greevale Rd Milton TN 37118 615-286-1777
140 James Morton 241 Farrar Hill Cemetry Rd. Manchester TN 37355 931-728-3399
141 Jeff Thompson 486 Old Mine Rd. Sweetwater TN 37874 865-836-0339
142 Jerry Brooks 2458 Cave Springs Rd. Tazewell TN 37879 423-526-5504
143 Jim Newton 3217 Shamrock Street Kingsport TN 37664 423-765-5992
144 Jimmy Passons 931-668-4616
145 John Strametz 978 W. O. Baker Rd Sugar Tree TN 38380 731-847-9440
146 Ken Mitchell 1105 Peterson Lane Maryville TN 37803 865-983-2715
147 Kenny Swann 4721 Woodrow Wilson Rd Cross Plains TN 37049 615-654-3421
148 Phil Rittenhouse 346 Myers Road Kingston TN 37763 865-376-4064
149 Rob and Jane Pierce 2825 Bella Vista Lane Strawbery Plains TN 37914 865-524-7857 robertpierce@comcast.net
150 Robert (Bob) Eckenrod 2347 Pigeon Hill Rd. McMinnville TN 37110 931-507-0500
151 Robert Beasley 563 W. Garrets Creek Rd. Westmoreland TN 37186 615-644-3102
152 Robert Stewart 931-797-5888
153 Roger Hooban 2830 Honeysuckle Trail Rockford TN 37853 865-573-6183
154 Ron Caylor 138 Lana Bowma Rd. Jonesborough TN 37659
155 Ron Hanks 423-329-7883 rhanks-1@hotmail.com
156 Terry Way 901 Shadyside drive Kingsport TN 37663 423-742-4060 mtway@charter.net
157 Tom Christensen 931-823-4376 Tvcdairy@yahoo.com
158 Tom Martin Gallatin TN
159 Zach Spicer spicervineyard@gmail.com
Source listing: compiled and provided by Alice Belt, owner of Spout Spring Estates Vineyard located at Blaine, Tennessee.  
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